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ASSEMBLYWOMAN MAUREEN OGDEN (Chairperson): Good 
morning. We'd like to start the Cammi ttee hearings at this 
time. I'm Assemblywoman Maureen Ogden, Chairman of the 
Conservation, Natural Resources and Energy Committee. 

I• d like to say how glad I am to have a reason to be 
down here in Cape May. We spent last night over in Cape May. 
My husband and I and other couples have been coming down to 
Cape May for long weekends for about 25 years. Since we hadn't 
been down since last fall, it's wonderful to have a reason to 
be back.down here. 

First, I • d 1 ike to introduce those who are up on the 
dais with me. This is Ray Cantor from Legislative Services; 
Judy Jengo, who is from the Assembly Majority Staff; and I 
think everyone here knows Assemblyman Frank LoBiondo. 

Just briefly I'd like to say that this is the second 
of four statewide hearings that our Cammi ttee is holding on 
open space. .Specifically we are interested in learning what 
your needs are here in South Jersey, particularly in Cape May 
Coun~y. 

Public open space is what we' re really talking about, 
rather than just private open space. One realizes drivi~g down 
from the more populated northern part of the _State -- which is 
where I live -- that you do have a lot·of private open space. 
But what we' re concerned with in these hearings that we' re 
holding throughout the State , is: your desire to have more 
public open space; what your plans are; whether municipalities 
and counties need planning grants to plan for open space; what 
your financial needs are; what tools you are currently using to 
preserve open space; whether you' re working with the State 
government; whether you're receiving Federal grants; where you 
think you are going to be in the next 10 years; whether you 
have overall master plans; what's been the role of, say, 
private organizations, citizens, groups; really the total 
spectrum of how we preserve open space for future posterity; 
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the methods that are currently being used, what's successful, 
what needs remediation, what isn't working so well; what you 
kriow about, say, other states, what· they' re doing that you 
think would be appropriate here in the State of New Jersey. 

This is not specifically, obviously, for a specific 
piece of legislation. It's not dealing with, really, a 
controversial issue where there is a tremendous public outcry. 
But rather, it's a hearing which ·is fact gathering and trying 
to prepare for the future; thinking of another bond issue for 
Green Acres, maybe either this year or probably next year; and 
what needed legislation should we pass between now and then to 
implement more effectively public funds that we do spend. 

So that's basically the parameters of the hearings 
that we' re holding. At this time I'd like to turn the floor 
over to Assemblyman Lobiondo, if you'd like to say a few words. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LoBIONDO: Yes, thank you, Maureen, and 
good. morning. I'd like to extend my thanks .to everyone for 
coming out today, and especially to Maureen for coming down 
from the 22nd Distric~ from Essex and U~ion. here to Cape May 

. . 

County, and specifically to Cape May Court House. 
I'm proud to be hosting this hearing _today, which is 

on the subject of open space preseryation, in an area that many 
of us refer to as God's country, those of who live here and 
close to here. We're truly blessed in the First District. We 
have very close to us. natural resources that involve the ocean, 
the bay, marshes and wetlands, forest, acres of farmland, and 
certainly the wildlife that goes with those open spaces. We 
all know that these gifts to us must be protected and 
preserved. Yet we also recognize the need to balance this with 
economic growth. 

And I think therein lies the key to what this hearing 
is all about. We want to keep what we have, yet we want to be 
able to provide for a future for economic development. That is 
why we, the Cammi ttee on Natural Resources, are here today; 
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to listen to you about how we as a State can best address the 
issue of preserving open space, while at the same time allowing 
the growth that is so necessary for us. 

We think of open space generally as acres of farmland 
and forest, but open space is also city parks and other 
recreational areas, for the people of the First District and 
for the entire State. Each of these categories of open land 
will be addressed by this Committee, and hopefully by those 
testifying here today. Now is the time to present testimony on 
a broad range of pot~ntial land use techniques that we can have 
to preserve open space, and after this Committee concludes its 
hearings throughout the State, we will then review and digest 
the material presented to us, for the purpose of recommending 
legislative initiatives to meet the needs of our residents for 
today, and also for tomorrow. 

So again, I thank you for taking the time to come out 
this morning. We will now proceed with the hearing. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you very much, Frank. We 
do have a list here _of those who contacted Ray Cantor, telling 
him of their desire ~~ tes.tify at ·this hearing. Tf - there are 
others who are here this. morning who haven't signed up, we do 
have a pad and paper there. We would appreciate your signing 
up. 

In terms of calling people to come and speak about 
open space needs, we' re going to first call State officials, 
and then after that we'll go to county officials. 

I see Assemblywoman Dolores Cooper from Atlantic 
County is here with us. So Dolores, as soon as these two 
gentlemen finish signing up, we'd like you to come up and 
speak .. (referring to two· members of audience) Oh, Dolores? I 
actually meant for you to be the lead-off speaker, if you wish 
to be. I assume you wish to be? 
A S S E M B L Y W 0 M A N D 0 L 0 R E S G. C 0 0 P E R: 

Yes. I have a long day ahead. 
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Good morning, Madam Chairman, members of the 

Committee. It is indeed a pleasure to come to my sister county 

to be the first to testify on this very very crucial issue. Of 

course you know I am Assemblywoman Dolores Cooper, Second 

District in Atlantic County. 

I'm going to be directing my comments this morning in 

support of the following critical open space planning needs: 

Number one, we need stable long-term funding for acquisition 

and development. We need funding ·support for municipal and 

county ope~ space master plans. We must establish a statewide 

conference to set open space recreation priori ties. And we 

must establish a solid, do-able strategy for urban parks. 

Over the past four years, Atlantic County has 

initiated an aggressive program of land acquistion for county 

park development. Our target area for acquisition has been, 

and will continue to be, the Great Egg Harbor River, which is 

relatively undeveloped and· currently under study for U.S. Wild 

and Scenic River status. Recent Atlantic County acquisitions 

include: ii:he 1825 Lake Lenape tract ~n Ham~lton Township, .and 

the 550 acre. River Bend parcel in· the lower part of the river 

in our Egg Harbor Township. 

Atlantic County's long-range goal is to establish a 

Great Egg Harbor linear park, or greenway system, along this 

magnificent southern New Jersey river. The key to Atlantic 

County's continuing success in establishing a greenway or 

linear park system along the river, or for that matter, 

acquiring other critical open space parcels, will be stable, 

long-term State funding for acquisition and development. 

Atlantic County .supports and needs the Natural 

Resources and Preservation Act to stabilize the State funding 

source, and reduce the up and down cycle of available monies. 

Speedy act ion in obtaining stable, long-term funding for both 

acquisition and development, is needed. Without stable 

funding, counties and municipalities will miss critical 
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opportunities of acqu1r1ng land and water acreage for public 
.benefit. Without stable funding, recreation projects become 
stalled and lose momentum, and often are put off year after 
year. The Natural Preservation Act is vital to the greening of 
New Jersey. 

The second special need is to establish a grant 
program directed to our municipalities and counties in order to 
develop open space and recreation· master plans. Many of our 
faster growing municipalities need that extra push, that extra 
incentive, to organize local open space issues into a master 
plan. Now, what should that master plan include? 

1) Identify short- and long-range open space and 
recreation objectives; 

2) Target areas for acquisition; 
3) Identify other methods of open space preservation 

besides direct acquisition, such as, scenic easements, 
developer contributions of land or funds for open space, etc. 

4) Key into. State and county open space and 
recreation programs; 

5) And last,· identify recreation needs and assets. 
Funding is required for local governments to produce 

open space master plans, because this type of planning 1s often 
an afterthought, or something which is_ developed in a rush to 
fulfill a grant obligation. We must do a better job in 
assisting municipalities and counties in addressed green space 
planning now, and into the turn of the century. 

The third critical need which we in Atlantic County 
are calling ~or, is the formation of a statewide conference to 
establish, what we call, the priorities of the future in open 
space preservation and recreational opportunities. We in New 
Jersey must develop a forum for action, an outline of our 
needs, a list of recommendations for the future which has broad 
spectrum support from State and local park agencies, from 
public officials, from park planners, and interested citizens. 
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Recognizing that the challenges facing New Jersey 

parks and open spaces are as varied and numerous as the parks 

themselves, .. the need exists to hold a strategic planning forum 

on open space preservation techniques and recreation planning. 

Knowledgeable and diverse groups of park professionals and open 

space advocates f ram around the State are needed to examine 

pertinent issues, and hammer out immediate as well as 

long-range goals, to produce an· action plan which outlines 

those goals for everyone to understand; basically, an expansion 

of this type of public forum we have here today, here in Cape 

May Court House, but expanded for interaction and idea 

development. It is time to exchange ideas and get on with the 

master program to protect our existing State parks, county 

facilities, and set a course of action for the next 20 years 

which can receive a broad public consensus. 

And last but not least, there is a need to develop a 

solid strategy, complete with planning and .funding, for our 

urban park areas. It's time that we in New Jersey recognize 

that our· greatest recreation needs are in. our u·rban areas, 

close to the· peo.ple. We must strengthen · and support parks in 

our older cities. We must look for new approaches to provide 

green spaces in our urban areas. I feel we're not doing 

enough. Many combinations must be tried. 
New York and Pennsylvania are trying new approaches. 

They are supporting a new concept of urban cultural park 
programs. An urban cultural park can line historic, 

recreation, and economic revitalization, into a 

multidimensional force to bring back life to our cities. And 

of course, take one look at Atlantic City and that will give 

you that idea. Others are trying school park programs, which 

allow multiple use of community resources for public benefit. 

We have to rethink the urban park concept, and utilize 

these greenways as vital tools in the revitalization of our 

cities, not -- and I repeat, not -- as an ·afterthought to an 
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urban renewal. We need a solid strategy for urban parks which 
set the tone and -direction for reclaiming and creating urban 
greenways, for without planning and without fundi~g, ou~ urban 
parks will ·die. =-

I was thinking, let's turn back to the time of the 
Bible. Adam and Eve walked through the Garden of Eden. So let 
us put the gardens back into the Garden State. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: - Thank you very much, 
Assemblywoman Cooper. It's a most appr.opriate statement, to 
begin this hearing down here in Cape May County, calling for 
the greenways and the stable funding, planning, a statewide 
summit, and particularly urban park areas. This is something 
that we have been hearing more and more about, the need for 
open space -- smaller open spaces, but where so many_ people 
will be able to see it in their daily lives. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN COOPER: As I often say, let us save in 
the south what the north has lost. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LoBIONDO: Just one comment, Dolores. The 
proposal_that you discus~ed for a statewide confe~~nce, I think 
is very 'interesting._. I assume ·you will, in the - future, be 
presenting some concrete ideas for how that can take place. 
Needless to say, you' 11 make sure that we in South Jersey at 
least have our fair share of representation? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN COOPER: You know I will. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LoBIONDO: Okay, thank you. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN COOPER: Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: ·Next, representing the State of 

New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection, is the 
Director of the Green Acres Program, Bonnie Hammerstedt. 
B 0 N NI E G. H A·M MER STE D T: Good morning. I'm 
especially pleased to be here this morning since this is the 
District in which I live. And I was very very pleased to be 
able to be present on Monday at your hearing. 
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And because I was there Monday, and really didn't get 

a chance to go through my entire statement, I thought maybe l 

would read it for you today. We did have an entire panel 

Monday that was able to address your questions. But for the 

sake of those present today, I think they should hear what 

Natural Resources has to say about the Legacy Program here in 

New Jersey. 

I might also take one second to give you a little bit 

of information. In September, the Natural Resources Department 

is planning on having an open space forum. And the plans for 

that -- I know you're more than aware of them, but for the sake 

of the public -- are just now being developed, and there will 

be publicity and lots of information available in the near 

future. .But in conjunction with what Dolores was saying, we 

also feel there is a need. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: It sounds as though you'll have 

good attendance, since thi.s idea is spontaneously springing up 

in different parts of the State. 

MS. HAMMERSTEDT: We are potentially expecting over 

·goo people~~ so; yes, we~re planning·6n very firte attendance. 

Our .generation's open space legacy should be 

greenways, the green threads of protected land that we can 

weave together our open space resources to form the fabric of 

New Jersey's future quality of life. We currently bequeath 

much less then we inherit. Sadly, financial reality negates 

large acquisitions. There is a method by which we can still 

preserve the best of what is left. That method we call 
... Greenways." 

As protected land corridors along waterways, 

shorelines, scenic roads, and trail routes, greenways link 

urban and rural spaces, protect water resources, wildlife 

habitat and other natural resources. They enhance the 

landscape pattern by creating green breaks in the monotony of 

development. They offer walking, and bicycling, and other 

recreational opportunities. Greenways even benefit economic 
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growth and development by protecting the natural resources that 
are vital to support growth. Pleasant living areas and working 
environments are maintained, which then attract new growth 
investments. We must not discount our State'· s tourism industry 
which is largely based on the desirability of the State's 
natural resources and the importance of a healthy, attractive 
environment. 

Greenways are countrysides with protected natural, 
rural and historic corridors. Greenways are trails .for 
walking, hiking, bicycling, horseback riding,· jogging, and 
other forms of passive and active recreation. They may have 
protected adjacent corridors, railroad and utility 
rights-of-way, historic travel routes like the Cannonball Trail 
along the Ramapo Ridge, and streets of an historic ·district 
where the architectural integrity has been preserved and 
affords a step back in time. Streams and rivers with protected 
corridors are an example of trails for public use. The 
benefits deriveo by New Jersey's citizens and visitors may come 
from the views of the tree-lined waterways, either from boats 
or· can~es. They· may· be prote~ted wildlife -habitat ·areas, 
protected shoreline which can be viewed at a distance, and bay 
shorelines which entice people to walk along them. Using these 
protected areas the public can gain access to the water for 
swinuning, fishing, and boating. 

·Recreation areas ma~ be linear greenways conducive to 
the public having multiple purposes and opportunities. The 
linkages have to be planned to serve the population. They may 
be along river corridors, whose shorelines are preserved in 
basically their natural condition to allow the public use in 
the form of trails and paths. Trail corridors established on 
railroad rights of way and along historic routes of travel 
would also be considered recreation. In an historic district, 
the historic structures, the streets, and the sidewalks, should 
be considered as serving as an historic recreation greenway. A 
greenway corridor may include all of these. 
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Conservation areas are corridors protected essentially 
to preserve natural scenic beauty and the environmental values 

of the State which we chose to protect, such as water quality 

and quantity. Waterway -conservation co-rridors may be enjoyed 

by boaters and canoeists and by individuals at selected viewing 

points. Various linkages can serve the public's recreation 

needs and allow for the preservation of our State's open space. 

Greenways is not a new term. The acquisition 

principles that it embodies connect open space areas, protect 

and provide access to water resources,· and are key components 

of New Jersey's Green Acres Program. Launched by the Regional 

Plan Association's publication of its report, "Race for Open 

Space 11 in 19 6 o, the Green Acres Program has been financed by 

six voter approved bond issues over the past 27 years. 

In November 1961, New Jersey's voters approved the 

first Green Acres bond issue. Forty million dollars of this 

first initiat"ive was designated for the acquisition of the 

State _parks, forests, natural areas, and fish and game lands. 

Twenty million dollars ~as set _aside _as State matching g~ants 
- . 

for county and municipal acqui-si tions·. 

By 1971, . the voters realized the importance of the 

first issue, and elected to bond $40 million for additional 

State acquisition of parkland, forests, and fish and game 
areas, and $40 million for local acquisition, which totaled $80 

· million. 

I have attached to my written comments, for your 

general information, a chart which outlines the history of the 

Green Aci:es Program. You will notice the program took on 

considerable changes incorporating development funding and 

later an urban emphasis. By 1983, the fifth in the series of 

the Green Acres bond issues was voter approved. 

The Green Trust, a revolving fund that provides low 

interest loans 

capitalized at 

for municipal and county 

$83 million. The balance, 

10 

projects, 

which was 

was 

$52 



million, was reserved for the continuation of State acquisition 

and development. The Green Trust, by the way, is the very 

first of its kind in the country to be used as an incentive for 

local governments to participate in open space prese_rvation. 

Although the Green Trust in theory is a fiscally sound 

program, the original under-capitalization has only permitted 

an average funding level of $25 million. We have not been able 

to fund 50% of the funding request at any one time. In fact, 

though we've approved $37 million of projects for the last 

still pending appropriation of. the 1983 bond issue, we actually 

funded only 40% of the'$90 million in funding requests. And I 

was informed yesterday that the final posting of that bill will 

be Monday, before the Senate. Hopefully, when it's passed on 

Monday, it will then go for the Governor's signature. 

Using the additional $35 million made available last 

November for th~ Green Trust, and the · interest and local 

paybacks from the 1983 loans, we will be able to fund nearly 

$40 million in projects next year. The following year using 

only ~he i_nterest an~ loan paybacks, the funding level wi 11 

drop to $5 million. 

Some of our Green Acres accomplishments to date are 

listed below. And I won't go through those, except for a 

couple that are very important; which is the $710 million in 

State bond funds which was approved to date by the voters. 

Time is very short, as most of you are aware due to 

the publication of the Council on Outdoors report last year. 

Short are our funds . 

. Through t:qe Greenways initiative, the efforts of all 

levels of government and the private sector can be focused 

toward a common open space and recreation goal of linking. 

together out protected open space areas to form an effective 

environmental and recreation system. 
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Scenic roads, river and stream corridors, shorelines, 
and trail routes, already exist or are _potential greenways. 

The key is to ensure permanent continuity of the-- resources. 
acquisition in· fee simple is- only --one.~. available· technique. 

Scenic easement purchase, effective use of State environmental 

regulation authorities, including the freshwater wetlands, 

CAFRA, and municipal land use planning and zoning controls, are 

other techniques. We continue · to work with the Nature 

Conservancy and the New Jersey Conservation Foundation in 

acquiring areas that become available. In some instances, 

immediate action may be imperative, but State funds are not 

available. Cooperation with land trusts is essential. The 

appropriate technique depends on the potential effectiveness of 

that techilique which protects the resource values. In most 

cases, fee simple acquisition i~ the only means of providing 

for public access. 
Coordination opportunities exist at all levels of 

government and across State agencies. We should be working 

more closely with the Department of Transpor.tation and the 

Department of Agriculture, exercising a concerted effort to 

preserve whatever open space becomes available. We should also 

be investigating the potential use or access to our greenways 

and blueways through properties owned by other public 
institutions. Retention of the scenic road offers the 
opportunity for a cooperative effort involving DOT, DEP, and 

the Department of Agriculture, and local governments. 
Initially we are looking toward the Agricultural Preservation 

Program's . purchase of development easements within designated 

districts as an important tool in preserving the rural 

countryside along certain roads. At the same time, we're 

working with the Agricultural Program in acquiring active 

farmlands in fee simple and then 1.easing the land for farming 

operations. 
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Stream corridors are being preserved through a variety 
of techniques, local zoning and sub-division review in some 
municipalities, fee simple and easement purchases in others. 
With the expected support of the State Development and 
Redevelopment Guide Plan, we hope to see stream· corridor 
preservation programs adopted by all communities within the 
State. In some instances, par kl and acquisition wi 11 al so be 
required to allow for public access to the water for direct 
boating and fishing. Abandoned railroad rights-of-way, utility 
rights-of-way, and stream corridors, are all excellent 
resources for trail corridors. 

There are problems and obstacles that we can expect to 
encounter. 

Linear connectors, particularly public use trails, are 
difficult to operate and maintain. The Division of Parks and 
Forestry, with its problematic Andover-Netcong right-of-way, 
has enlisted the assistance of volunteer groups with a great 
deal of success. Land has been cleaned up along the 
rig;ht-of-way because of an i_ncreased willingness of ·people to 
repo-rt vioiations. ·Dumping trash or other "improper uses are 
being more closely monitored. 

The Governor's Council on New Jersey Outdoors 
projected a recreation open space land deficit of 373,000 acres 
in March of 1987. This deficit has been reduced over the past 
year by 11, 620, leaving an unmet need of over 361, 852 acres. 
An average cost for our State land acquisition program ranges 
from $1000 per acre in the Pine lands to over $10, 000 per acre 
outside the Pinelands. County and municipal costs for 
parklands acquisition are approximately $16,000 per acre. This 
figure was realized by our Division during the year 1987. 

The beauties of the past are the gifts of the future. 
New Jersey's open space legacy lies in the continued protection 
and development of the environment. Without the financial 
resources to continue preserving these gifts, the legacy wi 11 
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die. Human beings are responsible for their environment. We 
are responsible for our endowment. Please help us protect it. 
Perhaps your influence in the Legislature to encourage a stable 
source 0£ funding the Natural Resources Program will help. And 
also·, I might add that we are desperately in need of a new 
Green Acres bond issue. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: I think that the Commissioner of 
the DEP, Richard Dewling, called, when he testified before 
Appropriations, for $200 million. The Governor's Council on 
Outdoors last year called for $800 million. 

MS. HAMMERSTEDT: Right. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Maybe we can go for something in 

between the two. 
MS. HAMMERSTEDT: It sure would be nice. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Two hundred million sounds like 

lot of money, but in terms of our need I think it still falls 
short. 

MS. HAMMERSTEDT: Yes, and the Council ' s figure, you 
must realize, was based on a minimum need. · So even the $aoo· 
million was·a minimum need.: 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: I j_ust have a couple of 
questions, Bonnie. In terms of the access -- you mentioned 
that several times --- to the public waterways or countryside, 
has the DEP done a survey of where it's needed, for instance, 
where the paths need to be constructed or a fairly simply road? . 

MS. HAMMERSTEDT: We have an inventory 1 ist, and we 
also, I might add, have a wish list -- you might say -- of 
areas that could be provided for as access areas with 
easements, yes. And those areas do encompass the entire State. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Assemblywoman Cooper mentioned 
the need for planning dollars for open space for both municipal· 
and county level, and it was mentioned on Monday too. Are 
there any funds along those lines from the DEP? 
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MS . HAMMERSTEDT : The only program that's available 

through our Division is 'the -Green Trust - Program for county and 

local governments. It's been a very successful program. Last 

year we had. over $,100. million in requests for projects. We 

were only able to fund $20 million. That was what our maximum 

funding capacity was last year. This year, because of the 

interest that we gained by the paybacks -- which, by the way, 

is a two percent loan for 20 years -- we were able to increase 

that appropriation and have added almost $4 million to it. 

Unfortunately, that's the l~st roll down on the '83 bond 

issue. Now the voter issue that was up in November for $35 

million, will probably realize another $4 million or $5 million 

in interest. Next year, it's projected that in 1989, after we 

use that $35 million we' 11 be reduced to $5 million. That 

won't do much for local governments. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: You know, there are various 

citizens' efforts like, adopting a tr~e, or adopting a wetland, 

or adopting an acre, things of that sort to help stretch public 

dollars. Is this something that can_ work in co~junc~ion with 

the Green Acres Program? 

MS. HAMMERSTEDT: It has worked successfully in other 

states. It probably would work for us in this State if it was 

an ongoing initiative. Unfortunately with programs like that 

you get a one shot deal at adopting a tree for one year. It's 

kind of the logo or the _slogan carried for that _one year. 

Something like that has to be an ongoing project. Otherwise, 

you only realize what that one year affords you. Yes, it could 

work very nicely with our program, but it would have to be 

something that was on a continuing basis. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: You couldn't just give a lump 

sum that could be used for a period of time? 

MS. HAMMERSTEDT: Well, it depends on how much that 

money is. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Yes, how much it is. 
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MS. HAMMERSTEDT: Yes. If there was a substantial 
appropriation created for it, and it had a five-year life 
expectancy,. a lot could be done in five years. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: But it is possible for the State 
to work in conjunction with private individuals or 
organizations in that way? 

MS. HAMMERSTEDT: Absolutely, yes. We would encourage 
that. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Frank, do you have any questions 
or conunents? 

ASSEMBLYMAN LoBIONDO: No. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you very much, Bonnie. 
MS. HAMMERSTEDT: Thank you for having me again. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Next, I'd like to call Mayo·r 

Frank McCall of Wildwood Crest, and also President of the Cape 
May County League of Municipalities. 
MAY 0 R FR A·N K McCALL: First of all I would like 
to welcome the members of the New Jersey Assembly to God's 
co~try -- as Assemblyman LoBiondo has w_ell pointed out -- and 
I appreciate your inte.rest in South Jersey. 

Wildwood Crest, for a period of approximately a 
quarter of a century, has been interested in saving lands in 
our own community. The history of our community has been that 
we have actively sought to make the--

ASSEMBL~OMAN OGDEN: Apparently there is a problem in 
hearing, with the microphone. I don't know whether it's not 
working properly. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LoBIOND9: Well, those mikes are only for 
recording, .aren't they? 

MR. CANTOR (Committee Aide): Those are just for 
recording. They are not for amplification. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Maybe the best way would be if 
you sit at the end of the table so that everyone could hear. 
Do you think--
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MAYOR McCALL: If I can stand, I'm comfortable 
standing. That's fine. 

MR. CANTOR: Well, if you stand you need to hold the 
microphone. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LoBIONDO: The mike is used for the 
recording of the testimony. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Is this other microphone for-
MR. CANTOR: No, no amplification. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Oh, I see. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LoBIONDO: Just proj~ct a little more. 

You can do it. 
MAYOR McCALL: Fine, thank you. For 25 years Wildwood 

Crest has been in the process of trying to save our natural 
resources. So much so that the community has spent its own 
money on doing things like buying our beaches from people who 
h~d previously owned those beaches. In our community we feel 
we need to retain those natural resources. 

For a period of time we were capable of access to 
funding thro~gh the Green Acres ~rogram wi~h the State of New 

'Jersey·. And even though that funding had gone . away·, we still 
continue. We are in the process now of spending over a million 
dollars in this current session of litigation with landowners, 
through condemnation to acquire those lands. 

In 1981, we began a program of cultivating open spaces 
in Wildwood Cres·t. And that cultivation came from the 
construction of parks and playgrounds for recreational purposes. 

In 1985, we again began to address things in our 
community, such as changing the zoning to prevent an 
overabundance of construction, and to allow for the 
preservation of the simple thi.ngs -- like side yard setbacks, 
front yard setbacks -- to give more of a feeling of openness in 
our community. 

In 1986, we began a program in the community where we 
began a tree planting program through our environmental 
commission. 
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We in our community feel a sense of need and a sense 

of direction to ensure that for the preservation of our 

community that the land become the master, and the developer or 

the individual become the servant of the land. We have found 

th~t in many areas -- and again, history repeats itself so 

often -- that when man becomes the master and the land becomes 

the servant, we all wind up somehow or another getting into 

trouble. 

I would like to recommend that if the State is going 

to continue to pursue this direction, that several things 

happen: 

Land that is to be acquired, if it's from private 

individuals, that those individuals be compensated fairly for 

the land that will be acquired "from them. 

In the development of the land, that the lands 

developed be open for access for public use. We have seen here 

in Cape May County where the State had acquired- Higbee Beach 

recently, and . closed it for a year and prevented public 

access. The cont1nuation of the acquiring of land, the 

continuation of the development of the land is ab$olutely 

appropriate. If the State. is going to set aside parcels of 

land, they should, in a long-range program, also set aside the 

ability to maintain the property for public use, for 

recreational use. So often things occur and there's a real 

excitement for a year or a year-and-a-half. Things change in 

State government, new people come in, and things are left to 

abandon. I really think if the State is going to begin to 

pursue these things, a long-range planning for the development 

and maintenance of the open spaces be a crucial part of the 

consideration. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: That's an issue that's been 

debated for several·years. The real problem is how it should 

be funded, whether it should be wit~ motel/hotel occupancy tax, 

or whether it should be the Realty Transfer Tax, or a 

combination. It is a hot issue in the Legislature, and 
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everyone is very much aware of it. It's just a question of how 
to raise the necessary dollars. 

MAYOR McCALL: Okayi I would -like to also suggest, 
with the surplus _.that the State has· currently in effect, that 
the surplus be gotten into -- I don '·t · want to say almost 
inunediately-- But in the next budget year begin to develop the 
program from the surplus, so as_ not to cause the debate to go 
on for years and nothing to occur.· 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: I certainly agree with that 

observation. 
MAYOR McCALL: Again, I want to thank you for coming 

to Cape May County. And I say to you -- and I say to you as 
I'm often referred to as the Mayor of Camelot -- that we concur 
with the proposals of open space, and we concur with the 
maintenance of the integrity of the land. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you very much, Mayor 
McCall. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LoBIONDO: 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: 
ASSEMBLYMAN LoaioNDo: 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: 

Yes, thank you. 
Is Mayor Lewis Vinci-
No, he's not here.·

Oh, he's not here. · 

ASSEMBLYMAN LoBIONDO: 
Mayor Vinci here? {no response) 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: 

Is there any representative of 
No. 

representatives here 
Are 

this morning? 
there 

{no 
any other elected 

response) We have 
someone -- Mr. Elwood Jarmer, who,, has a real time restriction 
-- of the Cape May County Planning Board? 
E L W O O D J A R M E R: I don't want to move ahead of any 
elected officials. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: I don't believe that we have any. 
other elected officials. 

MR. JARMER: Good morning, and welcome to Cape May 
County -- as some other people have already suggested to you -
and welcome to this wonderful old building, which is on the 
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National Register, and has been preserved by the county as part 
of our culture· and heritage here. 

Conuni ttee members, my name is Woody Jarmer: ,· I'm ·the 
Planning Director for Cape May County.,_ - I-:- .. ve been here since 
'73, and I've been planning throughout the State of New Jersey 
for over 25 years. It's very nice to be able to speak here, 
within a stone's throw of my office. That's a real first for 
being able to present testimony. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LoBIONDO: Hopefully it won't be the last. 
MR. JARMER: Hopefully. I'll try to_be brief. Let me 

touch on the two major items that I think are of are of great 
importance; and that is the need first; and secondly, the 
techniques, or, how do you do it. 

There has already been some testimony by a DEP 
official on the statewide needs. Needless to say, your 
statewide plans for open space and recreation talk about 
hundreds of thousands of acres that we're deficient. I don't 
need to dwell on that. This deals only really with active 
recreation .. 

·There are a number· of other. Qpen · space issues that are 
related that also need to be addressed. 

The Shore Protection Master Plan that was prepared by 
DEP in the early 'sos, talked about 54 reaches, hundreds of 
beach protection projects, probably hundreds of millions of 
dollars that are needed. I understand that that money is just 
about gone. 

Here in Cape May County that's a very critical need. 
We finally after -- and ·the Cape May City Administrator is 
here, he can confirm this -- and Congressman Hughes worked very 
hard to get the Federal government to fund the rebuilding of 
Cape May City• s beaches. But there's going to have to be a 
State share. The question is, where is that going to come 
from? In any case, shore protection is certainly a major and 
critical need here in Cape May County, if not along the entire 
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New Jersey shore. And I understand that we' re just about out 
of money_there. So, that's another critical open space need. 

Agriculture, of course Peter. Furey is also going· to 
comment on, I-_ understand. But Cape May County'_s agricultural 
program is finally off the ground and running~ We have some 
applications now for acquisition of easements. I understand 
that that money is starting to look a little tight, and that 
may well be going dry soon. So· there is another area where 
perhaps more critical in other areas of the State, but we still 
feel it's important here in Cape May County for the 
preservation of agriculture. 

We have deficiencies in Cape May County. I won't go 
into those details, but a coµple of little bullets will give 
you an idea of the nature, the.magnitude, the issue here in the 
county. 

We have 26 some campgrounds in the county, containing 
some 15,000 campsites that have something like 50,000 people in 
them in the summer. You don't realize off of Route 9 all those 
little driveways for campgrounds are full of a lot of people. 
They' re al 1 here to - recreate. · In the summer, -· our year-round· 
population of approximately 100, 000, swells to as much as a 
million on a good _summer weekend. Tens of thousands of boat 
slips and moorings provide for boating and fishing 
opportunities for millions of people over the summer period. 

I'd like to make one final point in terms of need, and 
how critical it is .. The State of New Jersey, I don't know if 
it has the lowest unemployment rate in the nation now-~ 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: One of the lowest. 
MR. JARMER: ~-but one of the lowest, certainly. We 

are doing fantastically economically. That's been reflected 
and I've seen it in my planning work -- to the magnitude of 
development activity. Land is being gobbled up by development 
very fast. I'm not being negative on development and economic 
growth, but the land is being consumed rapidly. So -time is 
running out from that perspective. 
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The area of the State that is the most sensitive, 

however, is the coastal region, from my perspective. That's 

where the growth is the greatest, and the pressures are the 

greatest. For; example,:··in 1985 -~-the- last time I was able to 

put this statistic together the coastal counties of 

Atlantic, Cape May, Monmouth, and Ocean, accounted for some 

18,000 dwelling units, a third of the whole output of the State 

for dwellings. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LoBIONDO: New dwellings? 

MR. JARMER: New dwe 11 ings , and not just new 

dwellings. I didn't talk about hotels, condos, boat slips, all 

those other things that are being developed in the shore 

region. It's awesom~. The development pressures are awesome. 

Techniques: .I think these most precious resources ·-

our natural resources -- deserve our full measure for their 

protection. Maybe I shouldn't use the word "tinkering," but 

using zoning, and TDR, and some other things; we're tinkering, 

experimenting with how to deal with open space. I don't think 

we have the time, and I'm not sure that's appropriate. I've 
- . 

-worked for -years-- I've been very active in the· American· 

Planning Association and with the State Legislature in some TDR 

bills. We're trying to get a Transfer Development Rights 

bill. We've tried several versions. It isn't going anywhere. 

The courts have said, "Wel 1, it's a nice idea, but it's not 

legal." _So I don't think we can tinker with subdivision and 

zoning and these other techniques. We have to go to the heart 

of the matter, which I'll get to in a minute .. 

The island of Nantucket faced this problem, and they 

faced ·it squarely. They concluded that the only way they were 

going to preserve natural resources is to buy them and put them 

in a public trust. Now mind you, this is not a plug for 

Dukakis. The Massachusetts Legislature, however, did have a 

bill, and Nantucket now puts about $10 million a year worth of 

natural great resources into the public trust. 
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: And you know where they get that 
from?· 

MR. JARMER: They get that from the Real Estate 
Transfer Tax. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: And what we've been fighting for 
for a couple of years is really a very small amount compared to 
what they're providing for. I think they're up to two percent. 

MR. JARMER: That's right. They're up to two 
percent. I think there's a miscoµception of what that would do 
to the economy and to land resources. I think, and maybe some 
research is necessary on this to show how it affects real 
estate, but my guess would be -- in dealing with planning over 
25 years in this State -- land values don• t go down. Land 
values don't go down where you have good preservation of 
natural resources. They go up. And so a small investment in a 
Real Estate Transfer Tax would reap a lot of harvest in terms 
of increasing land values. I daresay that many people that 
sell property don't even realize that there's a Real Estate 
Transf·er Tax. It seems to me th~t that's the resource. The 
land is the resource, and. we should try to work- it out so we 
can help pay for it by the value of the land. It just makes 
sense. I don't know how it comes out in politics, but to me it 
makes sense. I think it needs perhaps some research to prove 
that that may be the way to go. 

Well a few other thoughts here that I've jotted down 
that are not in my remarks. This year, on my agenda for Cape 
May County, is to hopefully look at a greenbelt open space 
program. I think I was short cut on this by the recent 
proposals of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife to do something in the 
counties. You may have seen that, a slough of green space 
running from the bay up to the Great Egg Harbor. But that 
looks good and we want to work with them on that proposal, to 
preserve a wide slough of green space and open space throughout 
the county. 
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There had been some indications that the State parks 

in the coun1:y are in a state of not too good repair. I think 

you should get some testimony from some of your DEP officials 

on that. _ .L.1 m not knocking the DEP. They have budget problems 

too. They've told us that they just don't have the money to 

maintain the parks the way they should. So there is a lot of 

maintenance that needs to be done, I know even here in Cape May 

County. 

Clearly, in any . case, I think we need money. We did 

it with transportation. We finally faced up to the fact that 

we needed to fund transportation; to some extent on a longer 

term basis than a year to year, budget to budget, scenario. 

And we faced up to that. We now need to face up to do the same 

thing with our natural environment. The time· is now. We have 

to act quick, because I think the State economically is doing 

very well, and a lot of open space that needs to be preserved 

is in jeopardy. 

Thank you for coming, again, and for the opportunity 

to comment. I'll be happy_ to answer any questions. 
. . 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Just o·ne -comment, Mr. Jarmer . I 

do have in a bill which basically was triggered by my spending 

a week up in Nantucket several weeks ago. It would be 

permissive. It would provide one percent to municipalities for 

open space -- the Realty Transfer Tax, basically -- and one 

percent for counties. I feel, as you do, that it's the actions 

af the communities themselves and the counties that increase 

the value of the property. And when Realtors receive six 

percent, basically they're doing nothing -- well, they're doing 

a little bit, but certainly· not as much as everyone else is 

doing to keep up the value of the land -- that we should do 

that. I frankly haven't pushed that legislation yet because I 

wanted to see the stable funding source go through, and when 

we're having such a tremendous problem in just getting, what is 

it, $200 on $100,000, I wonder if after that goes through 
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whether I'll be able to get mine through? I'll certainly need 
a lot of help from everyone. On the other hand, it would be 
permissive. 

The Real tors, speaking at the hearing in Trenton on 
Monday, said that a tax like that is regressive in terms of 
providing housing for low and moderate income people. Clearly 
that's one of the public policy goals of the State, but I 
wonder, in terms of other kinds of· development, what percentage 
we have of low and moderate income? I think it's really pretty 
small in terms of the total picture. 

So my bill is in there. It's just a question of not 
wanting to damage the stable funding efforts at this point, and 
secondly, realizing that I'm going to have to gather quite a 
coalition -- maybe as large as the freshwater wetlands -- to 
get it through. 

But I agree with you totally. ~ think that's the way 
to do it. That's what's making it possible to preserve land up~ 
there in Nantucket with the tremendous development pressures 
they have there. 

MR. JARMER: Again, thank you for the opportunity to 
come. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LoBIONDO: Thank you, Woody. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Next, I'd like to. call Mr. 

Furey, Peter Furey, of the New Jersey Farm Bureau. 
P E T E R F U R E Y: (from audience) Madam Chairman, I'd 
like to give my time to David Rizzotte, President of the State 
Board of Agriculture. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: All right. Peter ·had very 
patiently sat through three-and-a-half-hours in Trenton on 
Monday, and we said we would accord him a high ranking on the 
list of those who would testify. 
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D A V I D R I Z Z O T T E: Thank you, Assemblywoman. 

Thanks, - Pete. My name i.s Dave Rizzotte. As_ Peter said, I am 

the Presi~ent of the New Jersey State Board of Agriculture. I 

also wear many- other hats. I'm a member of the Atlantic County 

Ag Development Board. I have a four-year appointment to that 

position. I'm President of the New Jersey Peach Promotion 

Council. 

And I must emphasize here today that I'm here to make 

some comments at this hearing as a farmer and a property 

owner. I'm not representing any of the groups previously 

mentioned. 

I'd like to apologize for not having any written 

statements. Because I was notified of this hearing on short 

notice -- about four o'clock yesterday afternoon -- I didn't 

get a chance to put it in writing. But I· thought it was 

important once I did find out about it to come out and have 

some input. 

I've been very involved in land use issues, going back 

to the Pineland~ Plan when it was proposed -- the Master Plan 

for ·the· Pl.nelands _:_ when I was Chairman _of the Coalition to 

Save Agriculture in the Pine lands. I represented a group that 

was interested in protecting their rights as landowners against 

the State Master Plan for the Pinelands. I got quite an 
education in that experience. I've also dealt with 

Assemblywoman Ogden in her TDR legislation, and Bob Shinn. I 

helped promote the Farmland Preservation legislation. And we 

currently at the State Board level are reviewing the State 

Devel.opment and Redev_elopment Plan, which is going to have a 

dramatic effect on the State of New Jersey. So I've dealt 

with, like I said, land use issues quite a bit. 

I'm kind of going to make somewhat different 

statements from this point on regarding open space, from some 

of the other speakers that went before me. 
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I think all too often there is a misconception on the 

part of legislators on the protection of open space. I think, 

at this particular time, in southern New Jersey anyway, we have 
more open space than we can handle.---- One~ needs to just drive 

around and take a look at many of· our ,State· parks and forests 

and, as Woody Jarmer mentioned, there are areas where we have 

problems with upkeep. So I think we should really take some of 

the money that is allocated towards open space preservation, 

and upgrade some of the facilities that are already in 

existence, before we go on to purchase other areas of open 

space. 

I think it's also important to realize that we now 

have in place in Farmland Preservation the ability to set 

aside; what I consider, taxpaying open space. All the farm 

ground which has been purchased up to now through Farmland 

Preservation, and hopefully all that's anticipated -- since we 

see the tremendous rise in the Farmland Preservation Program 

since some chang~s in the legislation through the last 

election. We hav~ preliminary approval _right now f_or between 

12, ooo and 15, ooo. more ·acres of· farmland to be· preserved .. - So 
there is a lot of interest out there in the farm community on 

the sale of ·development easements. So I think we need to look 

harder as legislators at the taxpaying open space, and where 

we're going to get the funds to preserve this op~n space. 

I know there's been .requests before from the speakers 

before me on a need for funds. And I'm also, as a farmer and a 

landowner, asking for some funds for Farmland Preservation; 

because I've been around the State in my tenure on the State 

Board, and I can see what land values are, not necessarily here 

in our area -- Cape May and Atlantic and Cumberland and Salem 

but when you get up into Burlington and Monmouth and 

Somerset and Hunterdon, there's a tremendous escalation of land 

values. If we don't show our farm owners some good faith and 

come up with further funding for Farmland Preservation, we 
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could stand to lose quite a number of acres in those growing 

count·ies. 

So· that's why I'm here today. And I know that 

Secretary Brown and Donald Applegate, who ·-runs the State Ag 

Development Committee, did give testimony in Trenton. So I 

don't want to go into too many details on what's needed. But I 

will make one point further. Bonnie spoke earlier of over $700 

million so far set aside for Green Acres. So far for farmland 

we've set aside $50 million. I know I'm a little bit 

. prejudiced, but I think we've got to start a catchup procedure 

and set aside more money for the preservation of farmland, 

which is taxpaying open space. 

The State Board has requested, and spoke with the 

Governor, for a $250 million bond issue ne_xt year. I hope we 

could see that put into place. This will make available the 

necessary funds to bring in the 12, 000 to 15, ooo and 

hopefully a lot more -- acres into tarmland Preservation. 

There is also made mention of the Realty Transfer Tax, 

and the _Natural Resources Preservation Fund. If you think back 
- . 

to the "Blueprint Commission on Agriculture, the ·concept of 

realty transfer I believe was first utilized in that plan. And 

it· so happens that the only thing at this time_ was probably 

left out of realty transfer is the preservation of agricultural 

land. So I would like to see agriculture included in any 

subsequent Realty Transfer Tax as an ongoing fund, because I 

don't feel that the bond issues can continuously be tapped for 

funds necessary for Farmland Preservation. We too need an 

ongoing fund for Farmland Pres.ervation. 

I'd also like considered any conversion tax or any 

change in the rollback tax associated with farmland, that all 

that money go into a Farmland Preservation Fund. 

So I mentioned a few ideas, a bond issue, possible 

entrance of Farmland Preservation into the Realty Transfer Tax, 

and any conversion tax, as some funding sources for future 

Farmland Preservation. 
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We might also need appropriations from the general 
fund to keep farmer interest, once the $50 million original 
bond issue is used up. And at the rate we're going, it's not 
going to take too long for that money to b~ used up. 

So again in conclusion, I'd like to emphasize that we 
also need taxpaying open space, predominantly in the form of 
farmland, with also the emphasis on regular open space and 
county and State parks. · 

I'd like to thank you for this opportunity to be here 
this morning, and hopefully answer any questions that _you might 
have. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you for being here, Dave, 
and speaking for the farm community. As you know, the $50 
million bond issue for farmland was passed in '81, and up until 
• 87 I think we had only preserved because of the matching 
funds being 50/50 State and county only preserved, I think 
it was 1500 acres. 

MR. RIZZOTTE: Sixteen hundred. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Or 1600, okay. But in terms of 

the need it was still a small percenta~e. ·So I'm re~lly ·glad 
that the voters agreed with Public Question No. 4. We changed 
it to 80/20. I think the best thing that could happen is that 
we really quick spend the $48. 5 million, or whatever was left 
in 1987. ·So, you know, I fully support that. 

In terms of taxpaying open space, I believe what 
you're talking about is farmland? 

MR. RIZZOTTE: Farmland. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Are you talking about farmland 

that is restricted through the development rights having been 
acquired? Is that what you' re ·speaking about? 

MR. RIZZOTTE: Yes. 
· ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: What do you think about the 

possibility of programs for, say, the farmer who possibly 
doesn't want to enter into a deed restriction in perpetuity, 
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thinking they want to pass it on and have it part of their 

estate, say for 10 years or 15 years, a set period of time? 

Obviously the money they would receive for that would be less 

because_ if_- it's .. not in perpetuity -it would also be less tax 

relief, but do you think that that's an appealing concept? 

MR. RIZZOTTE: Well personally, in perpetuity for me 

is a roadblock in my individual instance, and I imagine there 

are others in· the farm community that would keep them from 

entering the Farmland Preservation Program. So I would 

consider, you know, a shorter period of time in. the 15 to 20 

year range -- and I know it's being discussed. I think it's a 

very good possibi 1 i ty and something that we need to look into 

at. the State Ag Development Committee, as an option for the 

property owner that is interested, but that in perpetuity 

scares him away. I think it's something that we will have to 

take a look at in the future. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Frank, do you have ~ny questions 

or comments? 

ASSEMBLYM!\N Lo~IONDO: No. Thank you, Dave. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: .Thank you very.much~ 

MR. RI ZZOTTE: It's nice to see an Irishman in the 

Assembly, by the way. {laughter) 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Next I'd like to call Pat Sutton 

·of the Cape May Bird Observatory. 

PAT SUTTON: I'd like to thaIJ.k you for letting me 

speak. I have a time constraint as well. I'm not only 

representing the Cape May Bird Observatory -- which is the 

southernmost office of the New Jersey Audubon Society -- I am 

here speaking for the New Jersey. Audu.bon Society, which, with 

its 8600 members, is· a conservation, environmental education, 

and wildlife research organization. 

We feel strongly that open space natural areas are 

being lost at a rapid rate, and that acquisition is the only 

long-term solution. A stable source of funding is absolutely 

necessary to carry out the following: 
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- Acquisition of areas designated as natural areas by 
the State Natural Areas Council. Designation is not enough to 
preserve thes·e areas. We feel that acquisition is imperative. 

- Acquisition of· ·priority areas and adequate buffers 
around them, established by thE! State Natural Heritage 
Program's extensive cataloging and inventorying of endangered 
and threatened species, as well as unique features. The sites 
determined by this Natural Heritage Program should be acquired. 

We also feel that more money should be made 
available to the Farmland Preservation Act for farmland 
retention. 

The New Jersey Audubon Society .promotes the 
establishment of greenbelts, migratory bird corridors of open . 
space areas in this State, so critical to millions of migratory·. 
birds each spring and fall. Establishment of these corridors 
of open space will benefit resident birds and wildlife, as well 
as us humans. This could be achieved by connecting existing 
State parks, wildlife management areas, county parks, and 

.national lands. 
State agencies that· are currently reviewing growth; 

need to take a stronger stand and consider the total picture. 
The idea has been that almost anything can be built as long as 
there is mitigation. Certain areas should be preserved in 
tote. Too many pristine areas have been opened up by a 
mitigation measure. Sprawl and the loss ~f pristine areas has 
resulted, especially in South Jersey. 

There is a strong need for cluster growth. To achieve 
this, current review of projects must be aware of the total 
grow-th patterns. At present, in Cape May County, there are 
many examples of this problem. There is one long standing golf 
course being bulldozed, as we speak, for condominiums, as 
another enormous tract within the proposed Cape May National 
Wildlife Refuge, is being considered for another golf course. 
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The largest population in New Jersey of tiger 
salamanders, an endangered species, was found at a site in 
Lower Township. Projects all around this site has already 
received approval by CAFRA to be built.· This site, though, had 
to set aside a portion of it for the salamanders. The system, 
though, seems to have no means of correcting itself, and so an 
important part of the salamander habitat is at this very moment 
undergoing intense alterations, and will be lost forever. 

With development pressures so intense, the big picture 
must be co~sidered, rather than reviewing project by proje~t. 

On the local level, one of the greatest promotions of 
sprawl is the antiquated septic system law, Chapter 199, New 

·Jersey Public Health Law. This law is in effect breaking up . 
large tr~cts of forest by permitting septic systems to·.be built 
almost anywhere. Many of these septic systems fail, which has
been · an inducement for public sewerage and the subsequent 
sprawl, leaving few, if any sizable, intact, open space areas. 

I thank you. If you have any questions-
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you. When you say. that 

you believe acquisition is essential, are you talking - just 
about fee simple -- you know, actually acquiring it. outright -
or do you think it's possible to have the development rights 
being acquired, various forms of easements like--

MS. SUTTON: That's certainly an alternative, but I 
think long-term acquisition is probably going to be essential. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Total acquisition? 
MS. SUTTON: Total acquisiti_on. There are too many 

unknowns that may come as the future develops; future pressures 
. that, unless it is purchased, I don't know that we can ensure 
these areas will remain intact. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Well with the pressure being so 
intense throughout the State, possibly in terms of total 
dollars it's going to have to be more on a piecemeal basis; 
like for instance maybe acquiring development rights for a 
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period of time, while one tries to acquire the dollars to buy 
the land in fee simple. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LoBIONDO~ Excuse me. Pat, when you spoke 
of buffer areas, could you just explain that a little bit? 

MS -. SUTTON : I was referring to the Natural Heritage 
Program's listing of sites where there are very important 
endangered species endangered and threatened plants and 
animals -- that have been determined in an intensive cataloging 
and inventory by this heritage program. I'm sure that even 
though a plant is on a tiny little plot of land, if it's 
developed all around it, even though that tiny little plot is 
saved, the development pressures around it -- erosion, all the 
problems that would be created by growth around ·it -- would 
probably mean the end to that site even though the little plot 
was set aside. So not only where these things exist, but 
enough of a buff er to ensure that growth and development around 
the site·won't alter it. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: That's what you're really saying 
about the habitat for the tiger_ salamanders? 

MS. SUTTON: Yes. · The ·site where th.ey ·were f<?~d. was 
going through CAFRA review, and through what was determined 
CAFRA did insist that a portion of that site be given to an 
organization like the Nature Conservancy, which is happening. 
But unfortunately, a number of sites immediately next to that 
site were also part of the tiger salamander habitat, and they 
had already received approval simply because there had nothing 
found. In other words, there had been a very poor job of 
determining what was on the land, and it just breezed through. 
Then it was too late. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: The bill for the State to take 
over the Natural Heritage Program from the Nature Conservancy 
is on its way. It was passed in the Assembly and is now over 
in the Senate. So hopefully we'll be able to finish that task, 
and really help both conservationists alike by identifying the 
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sites before development is either planned, or we try to 
preserve it through acquisition. 

MS. SUTTON: Exactly. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you very much, 
MS. SUTTON: Thank you very much. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: I understand that Peter Furey 

also wanted to speak for himself. Sorry, Peter. I though you 
had given your spot to Dave. 

MR. FUREY: Almost. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: This is Peter Furey of the New 

Jersey Farm Bureau. 
MR. FUREY: Thank you, Madam Chairman, Assemblyman 

LoBiondo. I certainly want to build upon ·what Secretary Brown 
testified on Monday, and what Dave Rizzott.e just spoke to, 
especially as far as the philosophy of their remarks. 

I don't want to repeat the statements that have been 
·made. I would like to say right up-front that I think farmers 
are very strong advocates of open space. And in fact, the 
farming c.ommuni ty as a whole are the largest base of open space 
landowners in the State~ 

What I've handed out to you is a little bit of· 
statistics for the Committee's consideration. The first sheet 
is the most recent tally of all the land under the Farmland 
Assessment Program in the State. You will see at the bottom of 
the first column, the cropland harvested as of 1985 was· 635, 000 
acres. If you go over the cropland pastured, permanent 
pastured, woodland, 413,000, and a total of 1.2 million acres. 
That's almost twice the amount of land that is currently under 
public ownership. . So the land . ownership factor among the farm 
community is quite significant. 

I think the thrust of what I want to say is that the 
government policy for open space protection has to boost the 
investor confidence. 
that. 

I have some very specific remarks about 
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The second sheet is a crop summary for 1986, which 
comes from the annual New Jersey Ag Statistics reports. In the 
second column there titled, "Acres Harvested, 11 I'd like to call 
your attention to the fact that there· is 437,000 acres of field 
crops, as compared to· a much smaller figure of fruit and 
vegetable crops, for a total of 504, 000. The point there is 
that the field crops, which consist primarily of corn, soybean, 
and hay crops, unfortunately these· are the conunodities that are 
under the most stress financially. And in many instances, 
especially in the northern part of the State, the percentage of 
non farmer ownership of these acres is rather high. So when 
you hear the amount of acreage that is being lost to 
development, you'll find that in these low inte~sity crop 
areas. The reason for this is the prices are suffering because 
of a world-wide surplus in most of these corrunodities. 

I think that ~s significant from the standpoint of the 
pressure on farmland for conversion. ~any times we look at it 
from a non farmer's standpoint, as a development pressure cause 
for the shift. We .rather look at it as a deeper agricultural 
eco~omic ~ource, and. I think tha~ ·has to be factored irt to the 
State policy on open space protection. And we do. We do 
consider that, but I think it has to be factored in. And in my 
remarks I want to emphasize that. 

The last two sheet.s are just evidence about our own 
organization, the New Jersey Farm Bureau.. The last sheet shows 
that we have, according to our membership information, a little 
more than 500,000 acres represented. We consider ourselves the 
largest landowners organization. I heard the Realtor testimony 

. . 
on Monday. I'd like to make a difference. The Realtors many 
times speak for property rights, but theirs is a transitory, 
brief ·period, whereas the farmers are more of a long-term 
landowner. 

My basic point here 
Committee is this business of 

for the consideration of the 
landowner confidence. I think 
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right now it has to be recognized that landowners' view 
government pol icy on open space as a-- I don't know how to-
We think that the-government policy is a little bit schizo. On 
the one hand we have compensation programs, and on the other 
hand we have down zoning programs. 

Now, the Pinelands was a very large precedent for down 
zoning without compensation. In fact, their policy refutes the 
obligation to compensate landowners. That was tested in a 
lawsuit in Burlington County by the Pacific Legal Foundation in 
1983. Representatives from the Commission testified that 
Pinelands development credits were not to be considered 
compensation. We've also seen the State Planning Commission 
draft proposal, which for agricultural ~and calls for an 
overall gross density of one to 20 acres, which is a sharp 
difference from the current zone that we have now. 

On the other hand we have the Green Acres Program, 
which pays fair market value. We have the Ag Retention 
Program, which compensates landowners for the restrictions 
equiva~ent. to easement appraised development rights. Most 
local zoning, where the ·town committee and the planning .board 
are close to the landowners, more sensitive, they are reluctant 
to use the police power to preserve open space because of the 
economic considerations. 

So what I would love to see this Committee do and 
perhaps there should be a proposal to send a message out to the 
landowners to settle them down because we are seeing, very 
quietly, an unprecedented wave of farmland being sold. It's 
still being farmed, but the title is being changed, in northern 
New Jersey, southern New Jersey, all over; primarily because 
they fear the State in its desire -- and that's all been 
evidenced with your previous speakers-- We all want the open 
space. The farmers want the open space. But they are afraid 
that they are going to be saddled with the cost. 
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I do not think it's mutually exclusive to be in favor 
of sound planning, but also. protection of property rights. And 
I think some of_ our·- compensation programs have to be 
fine-tuned. - And if you're .looking_ far initiatives, I think if 
the open space landowner can be assured that his development 
right equity will be protected, that he would be a little more 
confident and relaxed that his. investment in that land is not 
going to be jeopardized. Now, we may have to insert some 
overall planning so that we send clear signals to the 
development community ~hat areas would be preferred, where your 
sewer lines ought to go-- And this could come from a regi9nal 
perspective to give the municipalities some guidance. So, 
we're not necessarily opposed to sound and proper planning. 

My message here today is the landowners are scared, 
and there's an awful lot of shifting going on right now that's 
very quiet. Some of these land sales are not even being 
recorded immediately, and it's a tragedy. And it's simply a 
matter of government policy that's getting in the way of 
itself. I think the intentions of the State Planning Act_ are 
very noble·, and the creation o·f a ~o~ission is not necess·a_rily
wrong, but as soon as they came out with their policy it took a 
sharp left turn, and the landowners are very fearful. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: What would you specifically 
recollUllend, Pete, that this Conunittee could do? 

MR. FUREY: I would love to see a sense of the 
As~embly or a sense of the Legisxature resolution, calling for 
a recognition of legitimate property rights in connection with 
open space protection programs. 

We had the two U.S. Supreme Court decisio'ns last 
summer which people are interpreting with quite a bit of 
variety. Some landowners are trying, to say that this is the 
ultimate protection. It is only an incremental statement, and 
it's of limited application right now, especially since it 
addresses mostly the Federal court precedents. 
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For the State of New Jersey Legislature, especially if 

the Governor would sign on, I think this would settle things 

down and buy us some time to develop the funding mechanisms. 

We are all in f avot of a stable funding source. And I think 

the young woman who preceded me hit the nail on the head about 

acquisition as opposed to zoning. I mean, the worst case 

scenario we see is to down zone, have the property changed, and 

then have the zoning change five or ten years later because of 

a · change in government po 1 icy. We think down zoning gives 

planning a b~d name. The down zoning in the Pinelanqs makes 

all the property owners in our constituency think that they are 

next, rather than look at it as a proper legitimate use of 

government policy to protect the public interest. 

When Mr. Jarmer said New Jersey's economy is strong-

I think New Jersey's economy is the strongest in the United 

States. And I think we are always going to have significant 

development right value in our property, especially with our 

highway network -- the interstate highway network. Virtually 

no .Place · in the State ~s more than an hour's commute from 
significant job centers. That.' S- always ··going to - give -us -- - if

the government, down zoning police power doesn't get in the way 

-- it's always going to give us some good land value. 

So we' re in the middle. We' re trying to assure the 

property owners that we can benefit, perhaps, from planning. 

But then we turn around and we see things like the Pinelands. 

That program was a regu~atory program with impunity. Time and 

time again -- Dave mentioned he was a member of a coalition -

it was-- The public interest prevails, guys. You know, there 

are public statements. There are winners and · losers in 

regulatory programs. That drives landowners bananas. That's 

my message today. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you very much. Any 

questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN LoBIONDO: No. Thank you, Peter. 
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you for coming to two 

hearings, Pete. 

MR-- .FUREY:· .I tell people I have the most interesting 

job, to represent a $600 million industry,. private sector, and 

then to lobby and talk about public issues. It's very 

stimulating. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Appreciate it. Larry Newbold, 

from the Rutgers Extension Service? 

L A R R Y. N E W B O L D: Thank you very much, and welcome to 

Cape May County. 

As an agricultural agent in this county for over 25 

years, I'm also a resource management agent from Cook College, 

a full professor, a farm boy, and a member of a farm family 

that had a farm· in the family for over 100 years,. until last 

month, and we sold it. Most of it is going to go into 

housing. Luckily, part of it will probably be used as a park. 

As a farm boy, we're probably a little bit more 

real_istic and try to get down to fix the mowing machine tongue 

when it break~. It'_s the ·farmer's job to get off the tractor 

and fix it. - I think we try to. use some -good common· sense. in 

what's going on in the State of New Jersey. 

First off, I think that the best taxpaying open space 

that you have is agriculture, but I don't think that you can 

pass a law and force agriculture to stay in the State of New 

Jersey. Secretary-of Agriculture, Art Brown, who was a fellow 

county agent for a number of years up in Atlantic County, has· 

predicted that with the current rate of demise of agriculture, 

in 20 years you will have no farms .left in the State of New 

Jersey. This is drastic. It's criminal to ~ave this happen to 

a State like New Jersey. 

You look at the campgrounds in Cape May County. As a 

resource management agent, I'm probably as much responsible for 

the campgrounds you see here as anyone. We have 50 private 

campgrounds. I've constantly told the fellows and gals, "How 
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would you like to ride through Camden, Camden, Camden, Camden, 

and Ca~den, and then finally hit the ocean? 11 You yourself, in 

your travels in Cape May County, see the open space. You enjoy 

it. It's something different than North. Jersey. I have seen 

North Jersey. I have seen the problems. And we hope that we 

can prevent some of these problems down here. But believe me, 
' if you look at the planning board's records, most of the 

woodland you're looking at, most ·of the farmland, already has 

major subdivisions filed against it. And it's scary when you 

see what's going to happen in the future. 

I don't think that you can pass a law and save 

agriculture. I'm concerned about the infrastructure of 

agriculture. And this gets down to the profitability of 

farming·. Most farmers would be happy to . stay in farming if 

they could make a profit at it. There are many problems that 

originate, one of which is just the simple thing of. getting 

parts for tractors. In Cape May County our farmers have to go 

approximately one-hour's drive to Hammonton or over to 

Bridgeton ~o get ·parts for a tractor. That's a two-hour ride 

round trip. You can do the same thing for pesticides, for _ 

fertilizer, and right on up and down the alley. 

There are problems that make farming difficult. As 

these homeowners move in next to an adjacent farm because they 
like the open space, of course the farmer is unable to use 

pesticides. They do not like the noise of agriculture. They 

don• t like the smells. Some of the neighbors to my mother• s 

property were concerned that we used to raise cabbage. And of 

course, after you· cut the cabbage it has quite an odor to it. 

And they're not too happy about this. 

Farmers need clean, clear water, just like all of us 

need. We need basically the same quality water. We probably 

could get away with a little bit less in quality, but we need 

water. If you're aware of what's going on in Cape May County 

one of the meetings that I hope to attend at one o •clock is a 
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meeting with the USGS down in Cape May, looking at the water 
problems of Cape May County. I was a member of the County 
Water Policy Cormnission in this county 25 years ago, a member 
of the County Environmental Council until its recent demise. I 
was concerned then, and I'm -still concerned, about the water 
under this county. 

As you well know we have critical areas, one up in the 
area around Sandy Hook, and we have a big gigantic circle in 
S<;>uth Jersey, critical area two. General Whipple, who is in 
charge of DEP's water resources, has projected that by the year 
2000 or after that, we'll have serious difficulties in Cape May 
County. I have serious difficulties with this when I realize 
that we have agencies who are responsible for development, and 
really have to ask some very poignant questions as to who• s 
really in charge and why do you allow things like this to 
happen? Critical area three is being considered for the 
coastal areas here. We have some serious problems. And once 
you create the problems, once you elimina~e.the farms, once you 
blacktop over e~~rything, they're gone fo~ever. 

·Dr. Moharrunad Ali, Ferd9ws. Ali, who is ·the water 
specialist for the State .Department of Agriculture, was in Cape 
May County a week ago. We were looking at' some of the water 
users of Cape May County .. He has projected that agriculture 
uses about one to two percent of the State's total water 
supply. So obviously a lot of other people are using water too. 

Our farmers are concerned whether we're going to have 
the water to irrigate the crops, and if we don• t, if we get 
salt water into the aquifers of this county, it is over. 
Having.had geology, and many other courses at Cook College, I 
know that once you bring salt water onto a peninsula like Cape 
May County, basically you've destroyed the aquifers forever. 
There is no way to recharge it in our lifetime, or in many 
other lifetimes to boot. 
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Over the last 25 years Cook College has had a lot of 

difficulty getting p-roper funding. This has bothered me and 

many others . It' s a shame that we do not have research money 

to look at sewage sludge disposal on land. the._ way we should 

have it, proper integrated pest management, better and safer 

pesticides, the list goes on. Luckily now the funds are 

starting to flow. We are getting funding, and we do appreciate 

that. The question is, we've lost about 20 years of good 

research, and as you know, we do not just flip a switch and get 

answers to problems. Sometimes it takes a whole lifetime of 

research just to come up with one major breakthrough. 

Yesterday we met with George Howard, Fish and Game. 

The State of New Jersey has difficulty with deer problems, and 

as a good farm boy it doesn't make much sense when places like 

Princeton pass laws saying that they have no hunting. Then 

they hunt them with cars, and have difficulty because of 

accidents in the area. 

The State Fish and Game has been purchasing a great 

deal of land here in South Jersey, which I think is 

. commendable. But. again,_ just to purchase the l°and and not to 

manage it properly does not make sense. A lot of the farms 

that have been purchased have not been maintained. Many of the 

houses and structures on these farms are deteriorating I and 
this was brought to Fish and Game's attention yesterday. 

There are a lot of hunters in New Jersey that like 

this open space. I'm one of them. But when you go the 

McNamara Fish and Game lands, and you find that you have more 

hunters per square inch then we probably have in this room 

right now, al 1 with shotguns, and you take a son through a 

hunter's safety course, and you say to him, "Well son, today we 

eliminate all the things you just learned about hunter safety," 

and we crowd all of these people into one little piece of land 

because there are a few pheasants on it, it doesn't make 

sense. The good farm boy says,· you better put the pheasants 
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around to the farms that you do own, and spread this group 
around so we can enjoy hunting. 

We have rabbit problems on our beaches. We planted 
beach grass for dune erosion and protection. And because we 
have no natural enemies of rabbits, no hunting allowed along 
the barrier islands, the rabbits eat the beach grass. Conunon 
sense says, trap the rabbits, put them back on the farms where 
they belong so that we can do a good job of managing both of 
these resources. 

I think·we need to rethink how we look at land. It's 
not a commodity to use and abuse and throw away.. It Is a very 
limited resource. Once we destroy it, it's going to be hard to 
replace, if not impossible. The farms are certainly the answer 
to many of our problems. 

Bob Dewling (sic) .. mentioned that 80% of the sewage 
sludge right now is unfit for land application. I know Cook 
College is not reconunending sewage sludge on any agricultural 
land, or even for homeowner use. So if we can't put it in the 
ocean, ."'?e can_' t burn it, and we can't put it on the land, what 
do we do. with it? 

To ·get to this point, it doesn't take much common 
sense to realize that we were heading for these disasters. One 
of our specialists at Rutgers University predicted the solid 
waste management crisis 17 years ago. We had a geologist in 
this county that predicted water problems approximately 17 

years ago. How long does it take before people finally begin 

to realize we're heading for problems? To me it's like being 
out here in the ocean in one of these cigarette boats that will 
do better than 100 miles an hour, you have the throttle right 
to the wall' and you're heading for the jetty.· Good common 
sense says you pull the throttle back and you take a look at 
where we're heading. Either that, or at least you don't hit it 
at 100 miles an hour and wait for the disaster that's going to 
be following it. 
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Farmland I think is probably the answer to many of our 

problems, but we better preserve it, and it is a very complex 

issue. I don't think we can .just pass laws and regulations. 

Most of the farmers are very uptight about the way they were 

treated under the Pinelands Act. They felt they had their land 

confiscated, and I think rightly so. And I think this is one 

of the reasons that you're getting a backlash now, that farmers 

are concerned because they don't trust too many people. 

If you have . good farmland producing crops, of course 

you have the oxygen situation, you have the scrubbing of air 

pollution, you have water recharge, and of course you have 

problems like flood prevention that you have in North Jersey. 

When you blacktop over everything you're going to have 

problems, sure as God made little apples. 

We know xhis from soil surveys. We've had the 

accelerated soil survey in this county. We have soil surveys. 

You know what the holding capacity of this land is. When you 

exceed it, automatically you' re going to have problems. And 

sometimes all the money. in the world ~ren't going to solve 
_problems. 

Often we get people saying, "Well, science will solve 

it." Science hasn't solved the conunon cold, they haven't 

solved heart disease, cancer, or AIDS. And the chances are if 
you overpump the aquifers under a county, or create a situation 

in the air where you cannot grow plants, then even all the 

money in the world, and all the science is not going to solve 

it. 

I mentioned at the legislative dinner meeting that we 

had recently that Mercer County, they have air pol.lution 

problems up there with acid rain, 21 times more acidic than 

normal rainfall. This is information that came out of last 

year's study. 

We have a letter from Congressman Hughes about ozone 

problems, and this letter came from Chris Daggett,· who is in 
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charge of the northeast section just on ozone problems. In 
1987, there were exceedances of ozone standards recorded at New 
Jersey's 14 ambient ozone monitoring sites. The ozone 
monitoring site nearest us here are the Brigantine Wildlife 
Refuge and Millville. They had four exceedances in the 
Brigantine Wildlife Refuge, and they had seven in Millville. 
If you know enough about ozone, you don't even have foliage on 
trees and shrubbery when you run into problems like this. 

So with acid rain creating a proble~, with ozone 
problems, a good question: Are we going t9 have farms? A lot 
of problems. Very few ·answers. But I think we have to look at 
the entire picture when we solve our problem. We just don't 
solve our problem by putting sewage treatment plants in, and 
creating another pr.oblem by overdrafting the aquifers. This 
takes good planning, good enforcement. I think we need to work 
with nature and not against it. I think it also takes 
leadership. 

Having been a Captain in the Air Force flying jets, we 
used to land at about _ 110 miles an hour. I think as a leader 
you have to be out front. . ·nan' t .wait and· ·find out· which way 
the mob wants to go, and then run around in front and decide, 
"Oh that's the way you want to go? Fine." I think once in 
awhile you have to be out front, and we depend upon the State 
agencies, the Federal agencies, to warn us when we're heading 
into problems, not wait unt i 1 after· the problems hit us and 
then try to solve it. 

Sometimes we wonder who that enemy really is, when we 
see hou.ses going in the middle of swamps, and found out who the 
agencies are behind it, who is pushing it. These problems are 
being created. I don't think all of the money in the world is 
going to solve it. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you. I think the 
postscript is that we have found the enemy and it is us. 

MR. NEWBOLD: (speaking from audience) Yes. 
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: And I take it that your final 
conclusion is similar to what Peter Furey was saying in terms 
of the farmers, because that can do so many of the things that 
you've been advocating correct -- at least to a-certain extent, 
although some things like ·ozone and acid rain ar~ coming from 
beyond our border -- but through the retention of agriculture. 
So, I would assume that you would endorse, what Peter said, is 
for this Committee and the Legislature to try and send a 
message to the farmers that whatever pr-ogram is pushed forward 
would guarante_e fair compensation .to property owners. 

MR. NEWBOLD: Definitely. In most cases this is the 
only retirement that the farm families have. This is their 
retirement program. In my mother's case, when my dad passed 
away, this· is her revenue for her future. And you cannot come 
in and just by passing a piece of legislation and by the 
signing of the Governor's signature just take that value away. 
If we' re going to preserve it, we need to preserve it now. I 
think even in some areas here in Cape May County that weren '.t 
preserved were_ the wetlands, the_ marshes, and the ~oodlands. 

What's more, you·'ve got a p-roblem ·now, even if_ you do 
preserv.e what's here. I see this cancer of houses going in all 
over. And I begin to wonder who is enforcing the sewage 
problems? Pat mentioned earlier about the regulations dealing 
with putting septic tanks in. No question, there is a 
problem. There is also a problem with enforcement. You can go 
out and take a perc test in the middle of a swamp right now, 
because we've had a drought. What happens when we get rain? 
Then the people are doing the backstroke there and the houses 
are flooded. The septic tanks don't work. The house is up for 
sale this year, next year, right on down the line. We already 
have nitrate problems in the water here now. 

So we have problems that North Jersey has too. We're 
not immune to them. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you very much. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN LoBIONDO: I think one comment might be in 

order. I know a question that has been asked of me, besides 

just normal development pressure, why does it seem like 

agricultural lands ---- farmlands -- are diminishing now? And I 

know from personal experience of my own family, where first and 

second generation farm the land, put their heart and soul into 

it, and the next generation decides that they're going to move 

onto· another career. Many of our farmers are up. _in age, and 

are not at the age where they can actively farm any more. I 

think that, at least in the First District -- especially in 

Cumberland County, I don't know about Cape May County -- that 

th~s is one of the problems that many farmers who 10 or 15 

years ago did not actively consider doing something with their 

land, all of a sudden . find that they can't physically do it 

themselves, and their children are either not interested, or 

for some other factors-- So I think that's part of the reason 

why we're seeing it, in addition to the development pressures 

that we have. 

MR. NEWBOLD: We've tried to convert them _into sod 

farms, campgrounds, things of this nature, which still preserve 

the open space. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LoBIONDO: We have that I know in 

Cumberland County, where there were many vegetable farms, and 

in the case of many of my own un_cles who are not vegetable 

farming any . more but are grain farming because it's less

intensive physical pressure. But it's only a matter of a 

couple more years and the pressure will be there for them to do 

something because they just can't keep up with it. So it moves 

on. The process is there, but unless we do what you're saying 

and recognize it now, we're going to have an even deeper 

problem five years from now. 

MR. NEWBOLD: No question .. 
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you. Robert Patterson, 
Executive Director of the Camden County Chamber of Commerce. 
(Chairperson is informed that the witness is from Cape May) 
Oh, it's wrong·.· I'm sorry. 
R 0 B E R T P A T T E R S 0 N: Good morning. Welcome to 
Cape May County on such a nice windy day. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you. Sorry we had a typo 
here. 

MR. PATTERSON: I'm not too well prepared today. I've 
been away for three weeks and this was kind of a surprise to me 
when I returned to my office on Monday, to find you were coming 
here today and that you would like me to appear before you. 

I represent the Cape May County Chamber of Conunerce, 
which represents a multitude of diversified businesses and 
commerce in Cape May County, about 850 different members; some 
in the campground business, some in the motel/hotel industry, 
the restaurant industry, the retai 1 industry, the real estate 
industry, and the development industry. We are concerned about 
open space. We' re also concer~ed about economic development 
and economic growth. And there has to be an even balanc.e that 
we .can all live with. 

We've been concerned over the years about some of the 
regulations that have been passed, which we feel not a lot of 
thought was given to. Larry Newbold alluded to the Pinelands 
Act, and felt the farmers have had their land confiscated. Not 
just farmers. A lot of other private individuals have felt 
that their lands were confiscated under the Pinelands Act. 

A lot of people feel their land was confiscated under 
the Wetlands Act. Many people invested money for their 
retirement, their old age, their future, in the wetlands. ·And 
they are no longer able to develop those wetlands, but yet no 
provision was made to buy those wetlands from them. They have 
the privilege of paying taxes on them, but not using them. We 
do not want to see all the wetlands blacktopped in concrete 
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from stem to stern, because that certainly would devalue our 
resort industry and our open space, which is what mak~s the 
resort industry and the recreation industry so valuable, and 
those properties that are here so valuable. 

· · ·· ·- so···we feel that we are in favor of recreation, we are 
in favor of open space, but there .has to be a balance. And 
some of the regulations that have been passed, such as the 
Pinelands Act, the Wetlands Act,· the Coastal Area Facilities 
Review Act, coastal zoning, farm zoning, many of the preserves 
that have been established in our area particularly, have given 
us thousands of acres of open space, they have restricted 
development for many people. We do want to continue to be a 
recreation and resort area, but we would also like 
consideration given, more insight given, to the fact that there 
are people who have to make a living, jobs have to be created 
and kept to keep people working, so that someone can enjoy this 
op~n space and this recreation. 

And that's basically our comments today. 
very much. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:· 
ASSEMBLYMAN LoBIONDO: 

Thank y.ou.· 
Thank you, Bob. 

Thank you 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: The Chairman of the _Cape May 
Environmental Commission., Charlotte Todd? 
CH AR L 0 TT E T 0 DD: I think it's afternoon. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: I think it is too. 
MS. TODD: Can you hear me? 
ASSEMB~YWOMAN OGDEN: Yes. 
MS. TODD: Good afternoon. I am Charlotte Todd, Cape 

May City's Environmental Commission Chairperson. I wish to 
thank Assemblywoman Chair Maureen Ogden, and members of the 
Committee, Frank LoBiondo, this Committee on Conservation, 
Natural Resources and Energy, for conducting a hearing on open 
space preservation in our beautiful county today. 
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And quite literally I do mean that Cape May County is 
a lovely· place to stay and to live today. Geographically, it 
is the southernmost part of our most densely populated state in 
the country. . It's .. an area that we hope will remain with open 
space, but unfortunately at this point a lot of competition for 
this open space has really only just begun. 

Our county boasts that our foremost industry is 
tourism, and we are a hot vacation spot. We richly provide 
recreational diversity, which enhances all of our live.s. 
However, controls to protect the open space needs of a vacation 
oriented industry is not always balanced. Many 
well-intentioned plans do fall throug.h the cracks. And to 
examine the process of open space protection one needs to 
pursue how local municipalit1es value preservation. 

Town councils generally appoint zoning and planning 
board officers. Some communities have hired personnel to help 
as well. Zoning ordinances and town master plans are supposed 
to ensure all aspects of natural resources and our open space. 
And this p_reservation is cari;ied·. out by citizen members, who 
~re appointed to ~he ~it~d. boards. Often the~~ boards have a 
city solicitor and township managers to advise them. Often 
public members will express pressure directly or indirectly on 
appointed board members. But of course this is due process. 
From time to time master plans are updated and zoning 
ordinances change, but not always with natural resource 
protection as priority number one. 

Another body which offers recommendations to the 
planning boards are those which are called environmental 
commissions I The environmental commissions were cr·eated, but 
they're optional for city governments. And, generally 
speaking, their recommendations have very little clout. And as 
a matter of fact, unfortunately in our county, we have no 
citizen environmental advisory group. 
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Generally speaking though, governing bodies in each of 
our counties has a different approach and different concepts 
for dealing with open space. And in my estimation, therein 
lies the .r.ub: because mandatory educational updates, and 
factual input of workshops with DEP environmental land_ use 
consultants' reports, are almost unheard of when citizen groups 
determine whether or not open space is to be -used up. 
Education is partially the answer to open space preservation. 

Now, I have a report before me here from The Wall 
Street Journal, Friday, November 27, 1987, and this report 
talks about some things that California is doing with land use 
and open space. They say that, "The ease with which local 
voter sponsored measures can be placed on ballots here, has 
spurred the movement in California." And they say that in Los 
Angeles, 71% of voters have approved cutting in half allowable 
commercial and industrial construction in many parts of the 
city. The city is also considering sharply reducing new 
construction permits because of the strain on the city's sewage 
system. 

In San Diego, ·voters have. given themselves -the right 
to· approve or reject construction in undeveloped areas around 
the city. They also voted to cap the number of housing 
construction permits by half the rate of 1986. 

Californians are so willing to halt development, in 
one straw vote they proposed a ban on new construction 
statewide until Federal clean air standards were met. This is 
something that I think New Jersey can relate to. Fifteen out 
of ·seventeen growth control measures put to voters in 
California communities, were approved. This was in '87. 

And lastly, Population Environmental Balance Inc., a 
Washington based environmental group, surveyed 1650 communities 
across the country. One in five had instituted various land 
use controls as a means of planning growth management 
strategies. And I'll give you a copy of this article if you'd 
like to see the rest of what it says. 
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In Cape May County, our open space initiative must be 
directly tied to the supply of our natural resources, primarily 
our wate-r supply. A fair appraisal might include an equation 
which goes-- something like this: Open space acreage plus 
population quotient, means nothing in the desert. 

Other factors are important, and that is, for 
instance, in 1982 our Cape May County Planning Board 
recommendations on water supply fr-om the Cohansey Aquifer have 
gone unheeded. This is ·a copy of our planning board report 
.from 1982. It says, in that · particular document, "Finally, 
salt water intrusion, our main pollution concern in the county, 
remains difficult to assess. It's no longer known how much 
longer the Cohansey well fields in the southern county can we· 
draw upon at the current rates before sea water forces 
abandonment of these wells. Therefore, water conservation 
measures should be explored to the greatest possible extent. 
Water consumption could reduce significantly by 25% using 
reasonable water conservation measures, with no noticeable 
.affect on life style or on . the tourist ecor~omy. 11 To my 
knowledge, Cape May city ·is the only conununi ty in Cape May 
County now voluntarily using a water conservation program, and 
that's not even mandatory. 

So, perhaps I think at this point-- I've read about 
other communities where developers have to pay impact fees for 
insufficient conununity facilities, such as 
like. Perhaps developers in our county 

schools and 
could pay 

the 
for 

desalinization plants if necessary, for if our entire county 
goes unchecked in growth and density, we will not have balances 
in terms of water supply for all of us. 

So we'd like you to help us preserve our lands. We'd 
like you to make sure that our county has sufficient funds to 
protect purchased lands and protect our unique environment. 
Help us with stronger communication. Help us with education in 
this particular county. Make sure that environmental 
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commissions, at this point, are mandatory throughout the 
State. They are just optional now-. And make sure. that 
environmental commissions have some good_ quality- people sitting 
on their boards, people with some backgrounds. I'd also like 
to see that these particular boards have more input in terms of 
impact on planning boards. Very often recommendations go 
totally by the wayside. 

And visit us often. I'd· like to thank you very very 
much for coming, and for your reflective attention. We think 
this is an important topic. And we hope to see you again. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you very much. I had read 
that article in The Wall Street Journal, although I don't know 
at this point where I put the clippings. So if you have extra 
copies I'd appreciate it. 

I would like to point out that, as you know, that 
California is one of the initiative and referendum states, and 
New Jei;sey is not. We tried in the previous session. Dick 
Zimmer had been a proponent of that for a long time, but while 
it passed in the Assembl¥ it never passed. th.e Senate.· 

But· the other option, as you hinted at, is .availabl·e 
to, I believe, both counties and municipalities. I think there 
are a number of counties now talking about voting on the bottle 
bill. And I think that's at the initiative of citizens' groups. 

But certainly what you had to say about the need for 
planning in terms of water supply is a.really key issue. 

MS. TODD: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: We have Carl Demusz who had a 
time constraint? And then we have two more people listed, 
Thomas Keck of the Belleplain State Forest, and Jay Otto of the 
New Jersey Campgrounds. Is that correct? {unidentified member 
of audience informs Chairperson that there is one additional 
witness) Oh,· one more beyond that? All right. 
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C A R L D E M U S Z: Thank you, Assemblywoman. My name is 

Carl Demusz. I wear two hats. I'm here first of all as a 

citizen of Cape May County for my entire life, and also I'm the 

President of- the Greater Cape May County Board of Realtors, as 

well as a member of the New Jersey Association of Realtors, and 

I serve on the Legislative Conunittee of the New Jersey 

Association of Realtors. My other hat is that I am the 

Chairman of the Lower Township Planning Board, and I'm not here 

representing the planning board, but I did hear some conunents 

made in some testimony that I think I should clarify. 

One is the conunent by Mr. Newbold about houses being 

able to be built in the swamp when a perc test is taken in 

drought weather. That's false because to get a perc test 

approved they do what's cal led· a seasonal water table. By 

doing that, the engineer goes out and digs a hole and actually 

checks to see where the seasonal high was and not where it 

happens to be at the time, because that would be very 

misleading. As Mr. Newbold pointed out, it would be a problem. 

Also·, _on our planning _boerd we "do· have an engineer _.:.... 

a ·towriship engineer ·and a planning board engineer·-~ who does 

guide .the members through the various applications. One of the 

things that we do adhere to is the county 208 Program, which 

controls our water quality, which we take very seriously. I 

think it should be pointed out that there are steps being taken. 

Also on the planning board level, when a developer 

comes in to do a development, open space is of course one of 

the prime things you have to look at, and I think it's very 

important. When we look at the open space, if a development is 

on a 60 acre piece of land, generally a third of that land is 

put aside as preserve land, and possibly more depending on the 

environmentally sensitive areas of that land. We do have a 

member of the environmental agency on our planning board, and 

he's very helpful. We take his comments very seriously because 
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he knows much more about it than we do, and we appreciate his 
input. 

- . So planning boards are not totally in disarray, and 

they' re not totally neglecting any of these important issues 
that are brought up. We do feel that they are important as far 

as open space. 

Getting back to the other hat I wear as President of 

the Greater Wildwood/Cape May County Board of Realtors, we have 

approximately 640 members, and in NJAR we have 46,000 members. 

One of our concerns is, of course, private property rights. 

Okay? That is what makes America as great ·as it is, and New 

Jersey as great as it is. 

Also what was brought up about the Realty Transfer 

Fee. Approximately seven percent of the people would be 

carrying the load for the entire population ·if they are going 

to be taxed to cover the open spaces or the public use lands. 
I . find that to be very unfair I and I think that Is one of the 

reasons that the Real tors are against it. ~t 's taxing one 

sm~ll group of .peopl~_ for the entire. good of ~he_ State, or even 
further ~han that when you. consider that_- .a lot of. our tourists 
are from out of the State. So I know that there's no immedia.te 

ans~ers to the problem of funding, but I-don't think that's the 

right solution either. I think that there are some other 

things that can be looked into, and must be looked into, before 

you decide that a realty transfer fee is the only equitable 

solution to the problem. I don't think it will work. 
Therefore I my main reason for speaking today is that 

the open spaces. are very important. I have followed the Green 
Acres, the Green Trail, all the previously mentioned 

conservation steps, and I think they' re necessary and· should be 
funded. I just question the type of funding that we 1 re going 

to use. That's basically my statements. Are there any 

questions? 
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ASSEMBLYMAN LoBIONDO: Do you have any suggestions as 
to what you would consider fair for a permanent source of 
funding? 

MR. DEMUSZ ~· ~F.-or ... the funding? Y-ou have to look at it 
that it's going to benefit the entire State·. So I feel that 
any funding should really be impacted on the entire State, and 
not just a small group of people from the State. Approximately 
seven percent of people transfer- their property annually, 
therefore that's taking that seven percent and telling them 
that they must cover the cost of everything being done. 

And when you say that that's hardly noticeable when 
you say in Massachusetts it's two percent, settlement costs for 
approximately a $60,000 home now can run $5000, add to that and 
it gets higher and higher. The State has made it clear to us 
that they want affordable housing. One of the things that you 
have tG:> cons·ider that's part of raising the cos~ of housing. 
The Mount Laurel Act, I'm sure you' re familiar with, dictated 
that there must be affordable housing f.or the low and moderate 
.income;_-· 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: What if you exempted affordable 
housing? 

MR. DEMUSZ: I'm sorry? 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: I said, what if you exempted 

affordable housing· from the formula? 
MR. DEMUSZ: That would not really solve the problem. 

You need to address affordable housing, and as far as. the 
transfer fee, okay that would eliminate that one small 
problem. You have another problem that we have to consider too 
with the open spaces. Someone has to pay for the open spaces. 
Okay? If you' re asking the developer to come in -- and we do 
this all the time at the planning· board, where we tell them we 
want them to fund different things. 
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One of the things that were mentioned is the farms 

that are being transferred. right now. There's more than ever 
before. It's a little deceiving because one of the reasons-
In Lower Township we require, if you' re going to .. develop 

farmland, you have to- replace· it with like farmland. So what 

we've.done is say that they must go out and purchase acre for 

acre, and they must restrict it to farmland use. And at that 

point when they do that, a farmer sells the property -- okay? 

transfers title from, say, a farmer's name to a big 

corporate name, but then it goes on. to be farmed; and it's 

farmed generally by that same farmer, because a corporation 

doesn't haven't anything to do with farming. They don't know 

anything about it. They rent it back to that farmer for taxes. 

So you see, .a lot of the things that are being sa'id 

are true, but there's reasons for them. We're not losing as 

much farmland. What we're losing is farmers. It's not 

profitable to farm in New Jersey. I worked on a farm from the 

time I was nine years old until I was 16. It's not profitable 

to f.arm in _New Jer.sey. If you could find ·a way to make it 
·profitable~ to. farm, you.'ll save the farms._ They don't want the. 

farm. They c_an't afford to farm. I mean, they would want the 

farm, but they can't af.ford to farm. So, maybe the answer to 

the problem is to find a way to make it profitable to farm, 

even if you fund them somehow. That's one way to preserve 
farmland. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: You' re saying in ·your township 
what you require is, if someone sells their farm for a 
subdivision or a shopping center what have you, that they' re 
required to replace the lost acreage with .other farmland? 

MR. DEMUSZ: Right. The developer that comes in, not 

the person that sells. The person that sells is out of the 

picture. Now the ·developer that comes in -- and we just 

recently did it on two project that come to mind immediately. 

Last month there was a shopping center and a nursing home. And 
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this was done through the State not the township, by the way. 
They required it through CAFRA·, which is a State agency. They 

required that they -have to replace that acreage with tillable 

farmland, and that farmland that they replace it with· has to be 

deed restricted to be used for nothing but farming or open 

space, but they said farming and basically that's what they 

were pushing for. In fact, in those cases they are going to be 

farmed by the people who are selling. it as farmland. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: -So this is a form of mitigation 

that the State required under CAFRA. Is that what you' re 

saying? 
MR. DEMUSZ: Yes. And this is happening throughout 

the areas that are covered by ~RA. So you're really 

retaining a l_ot of open space through that, that may not come 

on the surface, but I think that that's going to have a huge 

impact. I think it ' s good. I 'm not say.ing it' s bad. I 'm 

saying on the planning board it worked out fine. The 

developers balked a l~ttle bit, but they ·adjusted their prices 

to cover the cost of the farmland .. 

That '·s ·wher-e I get to~ wh_en you get into single family 

housing, if your require them to do that, you have to expect 

the cost of the lots to go up because the developer is not 

going to do it at a loss. So they will raise the cost of 
housing. That's where I get to the Mount Laurel Act, that if 

the· State wants us to produce more low and moderate income 
housing, they' re going to have to find ·a way to address that 
problem. I don't know the answer to that one just yet; maybe 

an exemption in a case where you have someone willing to put up 

low ~nd moderate income housing_, from some of the Open Space 

Act. 
And also, I wanted to point out real quickly ·on the 

State Plann.ing Conunission, the master plan that I reviewed very 

briefly, it looked to me like local input wasn't there; because 

they' re saying they want to increase. development in the areas 
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where there is already development. That works in some areas 
very well,_ but in this area you have a lot of barrier islands 
that are developed -- your Stone Harbor, Avalon, Wildwood· -
and it might sound weird. coming from a Realtor, but I think one 
of the problems is that those barrier islands weren't to· be 
developed. They are not a good area to develop, and they are 
developed to capacity. In our area they're forcing development 
to the developed areas where there is no way to develop it, and 
they're opening up ~11 the areas that really could be 
developed. I think that there needs to be more local input to 
the State Master Plan. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: I think that's what's coming 
next, this cross acceptance procedure. 

MR. DEMUSZ: That will be a big help, because the plan 
as I saw it, I can't agree with that map at all. Okay? If 
they do get local input on it I think they can improve it 
greatly, because we do have some very good planning boards in 
this area, and we work closely wit~ the county planning board. 

_ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN_:. Tbey are seeking both county and 
local input. 

MR. DEMUSZ: Good. Okay, that's all I had. Thank you 
very much for allowing me to speak. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you. Thomas Keck, 
Superintendent of the Belleplain State Forest? I know that you 
were one of the first ones. Sorry to keep you waiting so long. 
T H OM AS KE c K: It's quite all right. It's worth the 
wait. Good afternoon, Assemblywoman Ogden, Assemblyman 
LoBiondo, panel members. I'm very thankful for the opportunity 
to be here today and express my viewpoint on the ·challenge of 
preserving open space in our Garden State, and in particular, 
in South Jersey. 

As a professional natural resource manager in the New 
Jersey Division of Parks and Forestry, I can attest to you the 
surging increases in visitation to your State parks, f crests, · 
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and recreation areas. Last year alone, on a statewide level, 
9. 5 million people pursued a myriad of recreation interests. 

Day use attendance at Belleplain State Forest alone -- located 

in the northwestern part .. of _.this county -- exceeded 100, ooo 
peop1e.· And overnight visitation -- campers, group users -- is 

up by 20%. 

Through personal contact with many of the visitors 

that come to the State Forest, I and my staff sense a deepened 

interest in the quality of lei sure services that we provide. 

We have received a steady stream of public requests for 

expanding recreational opportunities and f aci 1 i ties. However, 

in too many instances, available manpower, capital improvement, 

and maintenance project resources, f al 1 'too short of t;he goal 

of properly entertaining these areas of concern. In essence, 

State park budgets have seen zero growth in certain accounts in 

the last few years. And this, of course, results in deferred 

maintenance programs, which ultimately cost more in the long 

run. 

At the same time, regional .and State economic 

development has. surpassed the expect.at ions of most. Formerly 

forested and prime agricultural lands are disappearing, with 

land -usage patterns changing to residential housing and 

conunercial enterprise. According to the 1987 report -- that 
I'm sure you're all familiar with -- the Governor's Council of 

New Jersey Outdoors indicated that land values statewide were 
increasing an average of 24% to 36%, and in some areas a-s much 

as 100%, and that this trend was expected to continue. This 
rapid growth leaves one wondering where future generations are . 

going to.spend their leisure time. 

My three children, like many others, seek the 

tranquility of the New Jersey outdoors, an outing to the zoo, a 

walk on the beach, camping and an open fire. But more and more 

people are finding their favorite spots. We're not alone any 

more. In order to preserve and enhance our quality. of life 
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as we know it today, and to project a wholesome image of our 

conununi ty and our State, State, . local,. and county governments 

must jointly manage growth so to minimize .its lasting impact on 

open space and natural resources. 

I feel we must possess collectively the courage and 

the foresight to continue investing in our future as we have in 

the past. We must acquire environmentally sensitive lands, 

recreation areas, scenic and culturally significant sites, and 

productive forest and agricultural tracts, while these lands 

remain available and economically obtainable. 

We need to consolidate fragmented parcels of public 

land. A case in point being Belleplain State Forest, in which 

freshwater wetlands, endangered species habitat, and 

recreational 

exceptions. 

areas, are interspersed with numerous interior 

Varying techniques have already ·been cited in the 

Governor's Council on New Jersey Outdoors on how these areas 

can be managed and acquired. 

While preservation of open space is a vital concern, 

so_ is th_e establishm~nt _of a. stable funding ~ource for sound 
planning, 'maintenance,. and management, of. ·exis.ting recreational 

facilities. It remains my hope that the legislative. efforts 

under way to advance the Natural Resources Preservation 

Restoration Fund, will continue. As we collectively have a 

stake in the availability and suitability of recreation and 

open space, we must ensure that this opportunity doesn't s 1 ip 

past us, and those yet to come. 

In closing, I would like to extend an invitation to 

Assemblyman LoBiondo, as his staff notified me the other day, 

at any time consider yourself welcome to come out to Belleplain 

State Forest, where I might be able to personally show you some 

of these areas of my concern. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LoBIONDO: Sure. Thanks for the 

invitation. 
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you very much. Could you 
tell me what percentage, either at Belleplain State Forest or 
at the State forests throughout the State, what -percentage are 
visitors from out-of-state., and whether it's significant, and 
if there is a-differential in fees?· 

MR. KECK: There is no differential in fees for 
out-of-state visitors as compared.to in-state visitors. Senior 
citizens, of course by law, are· given reduced, and in some 
cases completely free opportunities in their State parks. In 
answer to your question about out-of-state visi tat-ion in 
general, we had a questionnaire in 1983 that tried to identify 
that very issue. And the overwhelming majority of people using 
State parks are State citizens. I'm sorry, but the actual 
percentage point doesn't come to mind, but I could find that 
out for you. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: And do you think that the 
current fees are in line with what's being provided? What I'm 
asking, obviously, is whether those who are using the 
_facilitie:s __ should P.aY a higher portion than they currentiy 
are? Not to ·exclude people, but-sometimes I feel that the fees 
have become too low. If you go to the hockey game, or you go 
to a Broadway play, you certainly pay an incredible amount of 
money compared to what you're paying for a weekend. 

MR. KECK: Well, I feel that the fees that we do 
charge, the few that there are, are rather modest, and I 
believe they are kept modest so that the largest percentage of 
the population can in fact come and utilize the public domain. 
If you· look at the fees that we charge for overnight and for 
parking and things like that, compared to national statistics 
we are either within in the median or in the lower range. So I 
don't feel that our fees are excessive in any way. I feel that 
all citizens of the State should utilize their parks and 
forests, and if they haven't in the past, I feel that certainly 
in the future they will. 
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you very much. 

MR. KECK: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Jay Otto, of the New Jersey 

Campgrounds? 

J A Y O T T 0: I want to thank you for inviting me here 

today. My name is Jay Otto, and I'm the Executive Director of 

the New Jersey Campground OWners Association. 

I know Assemblywoman Ogden mentioned that this hearing 

is primarily concerned with public lands, but I think you 

should consider the open lands in the hands of the private 

sector, used for recreational purposes, and specifically the 

private campgrounds in New Jersey. There are about 130 of 

these private campgrounds in New Jersey, 86 belong to the New 

Jersey Campground Owners Association. C_ape May County alone 

has 49 registered campgrounds, and another 20 in Atlantic 

County. That's more than half the campgrounds in the whole 

State, between Cape May County and Atlantic County. 

These campgrounds are providing recreational 

activities to. hundreds of ~ho_µsands · of families each year. 

·There are over 25,000 individual campsites in these campgrounds 

in the State. These campgrounds hav~ hiking trails, they have 

boating, they have canoeing, fishing, planned activities, and 

of course they all have swimming. These are the recreational 

activities that are provided already by the private campgrounds 

in the State of New Jersey. With these activities it's no· 

wonder that camping is one of the most popular recreational 

activities there are. 

But we too are losi.ng campgrounds to development, and 

one of the reasons is government regulations and land values 

has made it prohibitive to expand or develop new private 

campgrounds. In the last two months, the two closest 

campgrounds to Atlantic City have closed down due to private 

development. The campground owner could no longer afford to 

pay the taxes and operate it as a recreational facility, so 
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therefore they sold out to development. At the end of this 

year, another campground in Gloucester County will be closing 

down for the same. reason. That means, over 1000 campsites lost 

to the camping public at that recreational facility this year 

alone. 

We have a Farmland Preservation Act, maybe 

consideration should be given to a recreational land 

preservation act, or some type· of relief to the private 

campground o·perators who are operating recreational facilities 

for the citizens of our State. Let's not always consider land 

grabbing, which then is not maintained -- as has been brought 

out -- but let's consider relief to our private recreational 

providers. Privatization of government services is the trend 

right now, and probably the future. Let's look at our open 

land in the hands of private sector, and consider help there. 

Now, Mr. Newbold mentioned a little while ago that 

maybe in 20 or 30 years there will be no farms left. Well, the 

same thing coul~ happen to our private campgrounds in the State 

of New Jersey. .If things continue the way they are, we mi_ght 

not have any private campgrounds either, ·and the· ·state 

certainly does not want to go out and build 25,000 campsites to 

replace that recreational facility which is in danger. 

Basically that's my testimony. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: So currently your campgrounds 

are taxed·at whatever the--

MR. OTTO: Residential or corrunercial property. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: --the municipality lists your 

property as. 

MR. OTTO: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: I see. How do your fees compare 

with what's being charged at public campgrounds? 

MR. OTTO: Oh considerably higher, because naturally 

the fees charged have to run the facility _and pay the taxes. 

Whereas of course the public parks are subsidized by the 

government. 
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: How much specifically? What for 
instance is--

MR. OTTO: ·An average you mean? 
.ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: An average, -right. 
MR. OTTO: An average for a family would probably be 

about $15 to $20, depending on the hookups they use in the 
campground. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Is that for a night or a weekend? 
MR. OTTO: For a night, $15 a night. And of course 

it's different in different 
County is considerably higher. 

parts of the State. Cape May 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: And that compares with public--
Do you know? 

MR. OTTO: That's considerably higher than the public 
, parks. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: I wonder what the public parks 
are? 

MR. KECK: (from audience) If I can interj~ct. The 
family campsites in the State parks currently char_ge $8 per 
night for a· family campsite. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: So what you're really saying is 
that you feel that a lot of these private campgrounds could be 
·preserved if you had something like the farmland assessment for 
campgrounds that remain in open space. 

MR. OTTO: Yes, some type of relief along those lines,. 
right. I know one of the campgrounds that just recently closed 
up they. were paying like $40,000 a year in property taxes. 
They couldn't produce enough money running it as a recreational 
facility to meet those demands. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: When you say there are a 130 
private campgrounds throughout the State, do you know how much 
acreage that represents? 

MR. OTTO: No, I don't. 
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: But you were saying that with 
two closing last month, I believe, and one more, that's a 
thousand acres you say we're going to be losing? 

MR. OTTO: A thousand campsites. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: A thousand campsites, okay. 
MR. OTTO: Yes, not acres, campsites. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Even more acres, probably. 
MR. OTTO: Well--
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Probably not? 
MR. OTTO: Well, I don't know how many acres that 

would represent, but the average campground is probably 20 to 
30 acres, 40 to 50. acres, some of them are quite a bit higher. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you very much. 
MR. OTTO: Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: We have one more person I 

understand who wishes to testify. 
· D A N S T R 0 N B 0 M: Good afternoon. I'm Dan Stronbom. 
I'm the other agricultural resource manageme~t agent here with 
Rutgers Cooperative Extension. Thank you ~or this opporttinity 

. -
to corrie ·and add my voice to the chorus of those in support.- of 
the Farmland Preservation Program. 

I've worked closely with the Cape May County Ag 
Development Board over the past year, and we have just received 
certification and are ready to go as of the end of December, 
and already we have three applicants who are very interested in 
the program. 

What they're concerned about, and what a lot of people 
are concerned about, the funds are going to run out; that there 
are already so many applications in that by the time, through 
no fault of their own, Cape May County's applications do come 
in, that they' re going to find that the monies will not be 
available. The farmers feel it's an excellent program, 
certainly there is lots of thinking about it. It's a major 
decision to make. We're happy that three have already started 
the process. 
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I think it's an excellent program because it deals 

directly with the problem at hand. It deals directly with the 

problem of the pressure to sell farmland. But even more 

importantly, it allows for an· investment in the farm, which can 

improve farm operations and thus make the farm more profitable. 

Each of the applicants who have entered into the 

application procedure, as I've talked to them -- that's why I 

was late this morning because · I was talking to another 

applicant -- they see a future in farming. We're not like the 

midwestern farmers here. There' s a ready market here in Cape 

May for fresh produce. The farmers want to stay in farming, 

but they need help with the investment in their lands, to 

improve their operations and make them more viable. 

One can conceive of ·an argument where people not 

connected with farming or not close to .. the open spaces as we 

are down here, saying, "Well you can just legislate open 

space." But I think one has to think . also about the quality of 

the open space, and particularly the quality of farmland. It's 

picturesqu~. They _genera1=e tax dollars. EveJ:?. more than that, 

they give us the fresh produce that we all enjoy so.much.- -

My final word is that you probably couldn't find a 

better manager for open space than a farm owner. If they have 

the opportunity to retain their farms, invest in their farms, 

they will maintain it· and you will have quality space, rather 

than i~ you legislate open space you' re going to have lesser 
quality than that. 

So, more funds do need to be made available. And I 

think a commitment to this should be made fairly soon, so that 

farmers like those in Cape May who are considering going into 

the program, have some assurance that after going through ·a 

fairly complicated application procedure, that there is some 

chance that they will get into the program.· Thank you. 
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: I'm frankly one of the ones 
who's happy that we have a problem now with the question of 
enough funds, because it was a problem that we had in total 
reverse for six years after the '81 bond issue was passed and 
no one was applying. I• m glad that the Public Question No. 4 
that was on the ballot in November has totally turned this 
around, because my feeling is -- even though I don't represent 
a single farmer, or have a single· farm in my district -- that 
most of the constituents in my district and throughout the 
State would support more public funds to acquire development 
rights. And I feel that's something that will go through the 
Legislature without too much trouble. 

MR. STRONBOM: Great. Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN Lo.BIONDO: Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: -I'd like to close the-hearing at 

this point, and thank everyone who has been here, and 
especially those who have waited patiently to testify closer to 

the end. Thank you very much. 

(HEARING CONCLUDED) 
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Open Space Legacy for New Jersey 

Our generation's open space legacy should be greenways - the 
green threads of protected land that can weave together our 
open space resources to form the fabric of New Jersey's 
future quality of life. "We currently bequeath much less 
then we inherit." Sadly, financial reality negates large 
acquisitions. There is a method by which we can still 
preserve the best of what is left. That method? Greenways. 

As protected land corridors along waterways, shorelines, 
scenic roads and trail routes., greenways link urban and 
rural spaces, protect water resources, wildlife habitat and 
other natural resources. They enhance the landscape pattern 
by creating green breaks in the monotony of development. 
They offer walking, and bicycling and other recreation 
opportunities. Greenways even benefit economic growth and 
development by protecting the natural resources that are 
vital to _support growth. Pleasant living areas and working 
environments are maintained which then attract new growth 
investments. We must not discount our state's tourism 
industry which is largely based on the desirability of the 
state's natural resources and the importance of a healthy, 
attractive environment. 

Types of Greenways : . 

Greenways are: Countrysides with protected natural, 
rural and historic corridors. Greenways. are. trails for 
walk~ng, hiking, bicycling, horseback riding, jogging;· 
and other forms of passive and active recreation. They 
may have proteqted adjacent corridors, railroad and 
utility rights-of-way, historic travel routes like the 
Cannonball trail along the Ramapo Ridge and streets of 
an historic district where the architectural integrity 
has been preserved and affords a step back in time. 
Streams and rivers with protected corridors - are an 
example of trails for public use. The benefits derived 
by New Jersey's.citizens and visitors may come from the 
views of the tree lined waterways, either from boats or 
canoes; from protected wildlife habitat; protected 
shorelines which can be viewed at a distance and bay 
shorelines which entice people to walk along them. 
Using these protected areas the public can gain access 
to the water for swimming, fishing or boating. 

Recreation areas - may be Linear greenways 
conducive to the public having multiple purposes 
and opportunities. The linkages have to be 
planned to serve the population. They may be · 
along river corridors, whose shorelines are 
preserved in basically their natural condition to 
allow public use in the form of trails and paths. 
Trail corridors established on railroad 
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rights-of-way and along historic routes of travel 
would also be considered recreation. In an 
historic district, the historic structures, the 
streets and sidewalks would be considered as 
serving as an historic recreation greenway. A 
greenway corridor may include all these. 

Conservation areas - are Corridors protected 
essentially to preserve natural scenic beauty and the 
environmental values (e.g. mountain ridges, connector 
parks, wildlife habitat [which maintain natural 
diversity of the state protecting water quality and 
quantity]). Waterway conservation corridors may be 
enjoyed by boaters and canoeists and by individuals at 
selected viewing points (e.g. road segments and 
crossings, public waterfront parks). Various linkages 
can serve the public's recreation needs and allow for 
the preservation of our state's open space. 

Green Acres History 

\Greenways is·' not a new term. The acquisition principles 
that it embodies connect open space areas, protect and 
provide access to water resources, and are key components of 
New Jersey's Green Acres Program. Launched by the Regional 
Plan Association's publication of its report - Race for Open 
Space in 1960, the Green Acres Program has been financed by 
six voter approved bond issues over the past 27 years . 

. In· November 1961 New Jersey's voters ·approved the ·first 
Green Acres Bond issue. $40 million of this first 
initiative was designated for the acquisition of state 
parks, forests, natural areas, and fish and game lands. 
$20 million was set aside as state matching grants for 
county and municipal acquisitions. 

By 1971 the voters realized the importance of the first 
issue and elected to bond $40 million dollars £or additional 
state acquisition of parkland, forests and fish and game 
areas and $40 million for matching grants for local 
acquisition---tot~ling $80 million. 

I have attached to my written comments, for your general 
information, a chart which outlines the history of the Green 
Acres program. You will notice the program took on 
considerable changes incorporating development funding and 
later an urban emphasis. By 1983 the fifth in the series of 
Green Acres bond issues was voter approved. 
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The Green Trust - a revolving fund that provides low 
interest loans for municipal and county projects - was 
capitalized at $83M. The balance ($52M) was reserved for 
the continuation of state acquisition and development. The 
Green Trust, by the way, is the first of its kind in this 
country to be us.ed as an incentive for local governments to 
participate in open space preservation. 

Although the Green Trust in theory is a fiscally sound 
program, the original under-capitalization has only 
permitted an average funding level of $25M. We have not 
been able to fund 50% of the funding request at any one 
time. In fact, though we've approved $37 million of 
projects for the last, still pending appropriation of the 
1983 bond issue, we actually funded only 40% of the $90 
million in funding requests. 

Using the additional $35 million made available last 
November for the Green Trust, and interest and loan paybacks 
from the 1983 loans, we' 11 be able to fund ne.arly $40 
million in projects next year. The following year using 
just the interest and loan paybacks, the funding level will 
drop to under $5 million. 

Some of our Green Acres accomplishments to date are listed 
on your comment sheets. 

$-710 million in state b~nd funds approved to date 
by-the. voters. 

Coupled with federal and local funds, over $1 
billion has been invested in New Jersey's open 
space and recreation resources. 

Over 57,000 acres of county and municipal parkland 
·has been acquired and over 197,000 acres of state 
parks, forest, wildlife management areas, natural· 
areas, historic sites and recreation areas have 
been purchased. A total of 255,000 acres of 
public open space has been preserved and made 
available for public use and enjoyment. 

Over 700 state and local recreation facility 
develripment projects have been funded. 

Protected and developed-trail corridors -
Appalachian Trail and Patriots Path. 

Contributed to the economic revitalization of 
urban areas - Liberty State Park, Wiggins Park in 
Camden. 
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Where Should We Be Headed? 

Time is short; funds are limited. 

Through the Greenways Initiative, the efforts of all levels 
of government and the private sector can be focused toward a 
common open space and recreation goal of linking together 
our protected open space areas to form an effective 
environmental and recreation system. 

Scenic roads, river and stream corridors, shorelines and 
trail routes already exist or.are potential greenways. The 
key is to ensure permanent continuity of the resources. 
Acquisition in fee simple is only one available technique. 
Scenic easement purchase, effective use .of_ state 
environmental regulation authorities including Freshwater 
Wetlands, CAFRA and municipal land 'use planning and zoning 
controls are other techniques. We continue to work with the 
Nature Conservancy and the New Jersey Conservation 
Foundation in acquiring areas that become available. In 
some instances, immediate action may be imper~tive but state 
funds may not be available. Cooperation with Land Trusts is 
essential. The appropriate technique depends on the , 
potential effectiveness of that technique which protects the 
resource values. In most cases, fee simple acquisition is 
.the only means of providing for public access. 

Coordination opportunities exist at all levels of government 
and across state ~genci€S. We should be working more 
c·losely with t;he ~Department of Tra~sportation and the 
Department of Agriculture exercising a concerted effort to 
preserve whatever open space becomes available. We should 
also be investigating the potential use or access to our 
greenways and blueways through properties owned by other 
public institutions. Retention of the scenic road offers 
the opportunity for a cooperative effort involving DOT, DEP 
and Department of Agricultural, and local governments. 
Initially we're l,ooking toward the Agricultural Preservation 
Program's purchase of development easements within 
designated districts as an important tool in preserving the 
rural countryside along certain roads. At the same time, 
we're working with the Agricultural Program in acquiring 
active farmlands in fee simple 'and then leasing the land for 
farming operations. 

Stream corridors are being preserved through a variety of 
techniques - local zoning and sub-division review in some 
municipalities, fee simple and easement purchases in others. 
With the expected support of the State Development and · 
Redevelopment Guide Plan, we hope to see stream corridor 
preservation programs adopted by all communities within the 
State. IN some instances, parkland acquisition will also be 
required to allow for public access to the water for direct 
boating and fishing. Abandoned Railroad rights-of-way, 
utility rights-of-way and stream corridors are all excellent 
resources for trail corridors. 
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There are problems and obstacles that we can expect to 
encounter. 

Linear connectors, particularly public use trails, are 
difficult to operate and maintain. The Division of Parks 
and Forestry with its problematic Andover-Netcong 
right-of-way has enlisted the assistance of volunteer groups 
with a great deal of success. Land has been cleaned up 
along the right-of-way and, because of an increased 
willingness of people to report violations, dumping trash or 
other improper uses are being more closely monitored. 

The Governor's Council on New Jersey Outdoors projected a 
recreation open space land deficit of 373,472 acres in March 
1987. This deficit has been reduced over the past year by 
11,620 acres, leaving an unmet need of 361,852 acres. An 
average cost for our state land acquisition program ranges 
from $1,000 per acre in the Pinelands to $10,000 per acre 
outside the Pinelands. County and municipal costs for 
parklands acquisition are approximately $16,000 per acre. 
This figure was realized during 1987 .. 

The beauties of the past are the gifts of the future. New 
Jersey's Open Space legacy lies in the continued protection 
and development of the environment. Without the financial 
resources to continue preserving these gifts, the legacy 
will die. Human beings are responsible for their 
environment. We are responsible for our endowment. Please 
help us protect it!---perhaps your influence· in 1;he 
legislature to encourage a stable source· of funding for the 
Natural Resource Program will help. 
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Governor's Council on New Jersey Outdoors 
Funding Needs Update 

Governor's Report Recommendations 

* $400 million for state projects 

- $300 million for-open space acquisition 
- $100 million for recreation facility development 

* $400 million for Green Trust assistance for municipal and county projects 

- $2SO million for capitalizing the Green Trust for low-interest 
loans 

- $150 million for incentive grants (in combination loans) 

Update of Funding Needs and Recommended Source 

* $400 million for state projects 

- $300 million in Bond Funds .for open space acquisition and access 
programs (see attached). 

- $100 million for recreation facility development to be funded at 
$18 million annually from the proposed Natural Resources 
Preservation and Restoration Fund. 

* $400 million fo~ Green rrust assistance.for municipal and county projgcts 

- $165 million in Bond Funds to provide for the $250 million need 
for capitalizing the Green Trust for low-interest loans, less the 
$35 million provided under the 87 Bond, and $50 million to be 
provided from.$10 million annually under the proposed Natural 
Resources Preservation and Restoration Fund. 

- $150 million in Bond funds for incentive grants (in combination 
loans)~ 

Summary of Total Funding Needs 

$615 million in Bond funds 
$ 28 million provided annually from the proposed Natural Re~ources 
Preservation and Restoration Fund. 
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STATE OPEN SPACE ACQUIS~TION PROGRAM 

Fiscal·Year 1989 Proposed Program* 

Pinelands 
Freshwater Wetlands Areas 
Marine and Freshwater Access 
Coastal Beaches and Dunes 
Bear Swamp (Sussex County) 
Sky lands 
Delaware Bay Shoreline 
Greenways 
Special Natural Resource Areas 
Additions and Interior Exceptions 
Opportunities, Contingencies and 

Condemnation Awards 
TOTAL 

$10,000,000 
4,000,000 
4,000,000 

10,000,000 
5,000,000 
3,000,000 
1,250,000 
5,500,000 

500,000 
1,000,000 

5,750,000 
$50' 000' 000_ 

* Program deleted at the recommendation or the Commission on Capital Budget 
and Planning from the FY 89 budget package currently under consideration by 
the legislature. 

State Open Space Potential Acquisition Pr9jects 
Currently Under DEP Review 

Division of Parks and Forestry 

Parks, Forests and Recreation Areas 

Includes additions to 33 existing areas, extension of 
trail corridors and connectors of existing public 
lands, and str~am _corridors· and water· access -sites. 

Natural Areas 

Includes additions to 17 existing areas, and 
establishment of 66 new areas to protect significant 
natural features including habitats for rare and 
endangered plant and wildlife species. 

Historic Sites and Areas 

Includes the Delaware and Raritan Canal State Park 
Acquisition Plan and 13 other projects. 

Division o.f Fish, Game and Wildlife 

Includes 40 projects to add 85,380 acres to existing 
wildlife management areas to expand and diversify 
protected blocks of wildlife habitat, increase 
recreational potential and improve administrative 
efficiency. 

Includes 8 new wildlife management areas totaling 
34,627 acres to protect outstanding wildlife habitats, 
especially for endangered species and to supply 
recreation o_pen space in regions where deficient. 
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22,629 aco 

74,514 ac. 

1,696 ac. 

120,007 ac. 
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Open Space Needs as of January 1, 1988 

Supply 

Prior to Added in Total Goals 1 Deficit 
1987 1987 

(acres) (acres) (acres) (acres)• (acres) 

Federal 94,000 N/A 94,000 
744,319 155,833 

State 485,000 9,486 .494,486 

County 63,626 878 64,504 221,129 156,625 

Municipal· 44' 119 1,256 45,375 94,769 49,394 

Total 686,745 11,620 698,365 1,060,217 361,852 

l Open space goals adopted by the Governor's Council on New Jersey Outdoors 
in its March 1987 report. These goals are based on Balanced Land Use 
Guidelines.· 

Green Acres Assisted Open Space Acquisition 

Prior to 1987 Total 
1987 

(acres) (acres) (acres) 

State 187, 7191 9,456 197,175 
· County 35,485 661 36,146 

Municipal 20,438 1,256 21,694 
Total 243,642 11,373 255,015 

1 Includes donation of 1,947 acres as part of an entire acquisition project. 

Municipal 
County 
State and Federal 

Pine lands 
Outside of Pinelands 

TOTAL 

Open Space Needs 
(acres) 

49,394 
156,625 

64,000 
91,833 

361,852 

l '-f x 

Estimated Cost 

$ 790,304,000. 
2,506,000,000. 

64,000,000. 
"910,833,000. 

$4,271,137,000. 
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YEAR 

1961 

1971 

1974 

AMOUNT 

$ 60 million 

$ 80 million 

$ 200 million 

HISTORY OF GREEN ACRES 

PROGRAM AREA 

Acquisition Only 
$40 million-State acquisition 
$20 million-County and Municipal 
matching acquisition grants 

Acquisition Only 
$40 million-State acquisition 
$40 million-County and Municipal 
matching acquisition grants 

Acquisition and Development 
$100 million-Acquisition 
- $ 50 million-State 
- $ 50 million-Local 
$100 million-Development 
- $ 50 million-State 
- $ 50 million-Local 

THRUST 

F~rst Bond Issue 
State - Acquired over 90,000 acres, including 10,556 
acres of Wawayanda State Park and 4,973 acres for 
the Assunpink WMA. 

Local - Acquired over 16,000 acres, including 2,800 
acre Mercer County Central Park, and Essex County's 
Roseland Park (146 acres). 

Continuation and Establishment of New Jersey's Open 
Space System 
State - Acquired over 30,000 acres, including major 
additions to Wawayanda State Park (2,876 acres) and 
Winslow WMA • 

. Local - Acquired over 16,000 acres, including Bergen 
County's Ramapo County Park (624 acres), Atlantic 
County's first park, Estell Manor Park (1,672 acres) 
and Hunterdon County's first park, South Branch Park 
(784 acres). 

First Time For Development 
State - Acquired 2,453 acres to protect the Appalachian 
Trail Corridor, 2,292 acre.Ramapo Mountain State 
Forest, and 8,083 acre West Plains Pigmy Forest in the 
Pinelands. Funded major development, including Spruce 
Run and Round Valley Recreation Ar~as and upgraded 
campground restrooms and shower buildings throughout 
the state. 

Local - Assisted in the development of such key parks 
as Camden County's Wiggins, Essex County's Branch 
Brook and Bayonne's Kill von Kull Parks, and 
acquisition of Middlesex County's Ambrose and Doty's 
Brook Park. 
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·YEAR 

1978 

1983 

1987 

AMOUNT 

$200 million 

$135 million 

$ 35 million 

PROGRAM AREA 

Acquisition and Development 
$100 million for state and 
local urban acquisition and · 
development projects 

$100 million for non-urbari 
state and local acquisition 
and development projects 

Acquisition and Development 
$83 for initiation of Green Trust 

low interest loan program for 
local projects · . 

$52 million for state projects 
- $28 million for acquisition 
- $24 million for developm~nt 

Local Acquisition and Development 
$35 ~illion for Green Trust 

THRUST 

Urban Emphasis - Waterfront Parks 
State - Acquired 680 acres at Liberty Park and 14,191 
acres in the Pineland's Cedar Creek Watershed and 
funded development at Liberty State Park and the 
Pequest Fish Hatchery.· 

Local - Assisted Bridgeton City's development of 
Cohansey Riverfront Park, and Monmouth County's Seven 
Presidents Park development, and funded West New 
York's purchase of Waterfront Park, and East and West 
Windsor acquisitions along the Millstone River 
Corridor. 

Green Trust Initiated 
State - Major acquisitions in the Pinelands, including 
Makepeace Lake (6,877 acres), Upper Wading River 
(3,037 acres), and Manumuskin River (3,765 acres). 
Development at Liberty State Park as well as other 
state areas funded. · 

Local - Through the Green Trust low interest loans 
and 25% grants, acquisition projects and urban 
projects emphasized. Acquisitions include Atlantic · 
County's 2,393 acre Great Egg Harbor River Park and 
Hunterdon County's 100 acre Uplands Reservation. 
Development projects included Pennsauken's Fish 
House Cove Park, Elizabeth's Arthur Kill Park and 
Burlington County's Smithville Park • 

Open Space Legacy 
.. ,, 

Projects for the full $35 million will be approved by 
the end of this year. 
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SJAJCS/llECIONS LAND AREA PEA CAPUA LANp AREA PEA CAPUA LAND AREA PER CAPUA 

0 1980 . SIZE RECREATION PERCENT NATIONAL ACRES PEA NATIONAL RECREATION PERCENT NATIONAL ACRES PEA NATIONAL RECREATION PERCENT / NATIONAL ACRES PEA NATIONAL 
HOllJHEAST CEllSUS IACAESt ACRES Of AREA RANK 1000 POP. RANK ACRES Of AREA RANK IOOD POP. RANK ACRES Of AREA RANK 1000 POP. RANK 

C!> ----------------- ----------- --------------- -------------
cm1NECJ JCUT 3,107,576 3, 118,080 11,001 

----------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ----------
0.3531 50 0.00 5U 198,921 6.3001 11 0.06 43• 40,012 l .2831. 1 0 OJ 341 

llAINE 1,124,660 19,83&,800 137 ,000 0.6911 47 0.12 38 428,128 2.1581 27 0.38 15 21,000 0.1061 35 0. 02 211 
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NEii HM!PSHIAE 920,610 5, 755,520 717,000 

1.6381 40 0.01 47' 589,055 ll. 7641 6 0. lD 35• 543,153 I0.8471 1 0 09 u 
12.4581 14 0. 78 11 274,812 4. 7751 14 0.30 2H 35,500 0.6111 15 0. 04 lU 

liEU JERSEY 7,364,823 4, 779. 520 93,000 I. 9461 38 0.01 41' 468, 994 9. 8131 8 0.06 43• 137,445 2.8761 3 0. 02 211 

0 
NEii YOllK • 11 Y>B,072 • 30,321,280 140, ODO 
PENliSYl/ANJA 11,863,895 28,728,320 727,000 

1.4621 49 0.01 41' 5,234,265 17 2631 2 0.30 20 231,535 0. 7641 II 0. 01 '348 
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0 TOTAL 

5lATE5/:!EGION5 LAND AREA PEA CAPITA 

0 1980 SIZE RECREATION ' PERCENT NATIONAL ACRES PER NATIONAL 
NOil THE AST CENSUS I ACRES I ACRES OF AREA RANK lDOO POP. RANK 

0 ----------------- ----------- ---------------
cc:::1cc ncur 3, 107 ,576 . 3,llB,080 

-------------
249. 933 8.0161 35 0.08 49• 

t.~Jt:E 1, 124,660 17 ,836 ,BOO 586, 128. 2. 9551 47 0.52 32t 

:-0 tlfo5SACHU5ETTS 5,737,037 5,007,360 

-...l NEil HAll?SHJRE 920,610 5, 755,:'.120 

~o 
NEii JERSEY 7,364,823 4,779,520 

NEii YORK 17 ,558,072 30,321,280 

PffNSYl/ANIA 11, 863, 89!'1 28, 728, 320 

1, 214,208 . 24.2481 14 0.21 41 
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699 ,439 14.6341 23 1.09 48 

5,605,800 18 .4881 19 0.32 39 
4,555;106 15.8561 21 0.38 38 

llH::lDE J SL AND 947, 154 675,200 73,465 10.8801 27 0.08 49t 

0 VH:HONJ 511, 456 5, 934, 720 566,200 9.5,0I 29 1.11 2oa 
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0 sTr.Tcs1i:cc10Ns LAllO AREA PER CAPITA LAND AREA PER CAPITA 

1900 srzr Rf CREATION PERCENT NATIONAL ACRES PER NATIONAL RECREATION PERCENT NATIONAL ACRES PEA NATIONAL 

0 LlfS T CENSUS I ACRES I ACRES OF AREA RANK 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

ALASKA 

Al:IZOllA 
c ;.u r cr.111 A 
COLrr;ADO 
H~L'All 

IC ,;•HJ 

~J'HASA 

NEV1)0A 
NEU 11£XICO 
om;c~ 

UThlf 

llASHINGTON 
II YOH INC 

STAIES/RECIONS 

HST 

0 ALA~KA 

MlJZ(NA 

QSl.l'cr.llfOllNIA 
0 COLORADO 
X H.;::A{f 

0 ID·1fi0 
11Clll.lNA 

0 

0 

:> 

llHM•A 
11 ~11 11~XlCO 

C~EGCN 

UTAH 
llASHJNGION 
llrGr1IllC 

I DUPLICATE RANX. 

lj01,851 
2, 718,ZJ!i 

23,6H,902 
2, S89, 964 

964,691 
9-13,935 
76b. 690 
800. 493 

1, 302. 8?4 
2,633,10~ 

1,461,037 
4,132,156 

469,5H 

365,333,120 
72,645, 120 

JOO, 031, 360 
66,300,800 
4,112,000 

52, 743,600 

93,049,32~ 

• 70,332, 160 
77,654,400 
61,557,760 
52, 526, 720 
42,567,040 
62, 072, 960 

316,991,000 86.7681 
20. 281, 000 38. 9391 
43,613,000 4U991 
23 I 661. ODO 3U961 

495,000 12. 0381 
32,899,DOO 62.3751 
21, 436, 000 29. 4861 
!16,576,000 80.4411 
22, 745,000 29.2901 
32. 205. 000 !12. 3171 
32 I 668 I 000 62 .1931 
11,620,DOO 21.3171 
30. 605, 000 49. 4341 

43,172,490 1,120,925,440 6!19,095,000 58.8711 

1900 
crnsus 

m,051 
2, 71B,21S 

23,667, 902 
2, 099, 964 

964,691 

943, 935 

706 ,6?0 
800,493 

1,3C'2,894 
2,633, 10!1 
1,1161,(137 

4,132,156 
4e9,5H 

SIZE 
I ACRES I 

365,333,120 
72,645,120 

I00,031,360 
66, 300 ,BOO 
4,112,000 

52, 743,680 

93 I 0118 ,320 
10,332, 160 
17,654,400 
61,557, 760 
52 ,52& ,720 
42,561,040 
62,072, 960 

43, l 72. 490 1, 120. 925. 440 

8 

9 

15 
3 

JO 
2 

J1 

5 

12 

1 ODO POP. RANK ACRES OF AREA RANK I DO 0 PDP . RANK 

708 .83 
10. 41 
1.84 
8.19 
0.51 

34.85 
34.08 
70.68 
17. 46 
12.23 
22.36 

2.81 
6!1.35 

15.29 

TOTAL 

LAND AREA 

7,228,0ll 
9 2,849,666 

14. 1,421,031 
JO 783,622 
21 856, 723 

5 3,362,655 
43 534,600 
2 328,639 
1 280,832 

599 I 995 
97, 108 

13 989, 19~ 
3. 340383 

19,672,475 

1. 9781 
3. 9231 
1.4211 
1.1821 

20.8351 

'· 3751 
0.5751 
0. 4671 
0.3621 
o.9n1 
0.1051 
2.3241 
0.5481 

1.7551 

RECREAJJDN 
ACflES 

PERCENT 
OF AllEA 

NATIONAL 
RANK 

324. 355. 559 
31,390,316 
45, 700,758 
24,558,321 
l, 360 I 097 

36,273,m 
27 I 973,200 
56, 912, 906 
23,059,332 
32,055,295 
32, 995,501 
12, 702, 190 
31,042,613 

88. 7841 
43 2101 
45. 6061 
37. 0411 
33.0761 
68. 7741 
30. 0631 
80. 9201 
29.6951 
53. 3731 
62.8171 
29 .8401 
50. DIDI 

681,179,849 -.60.7691 

9· 

9 

JO 
3 

11 
2 

13 

4 
13 
6 

29 
17 
3!1 
38 
1 

12 
44 
48 
49 
40 
51 
25 
46 

PER CAPITA 

17.99 
1.U 
0. 06 
0.27 
0.89 
3.56 
D.68 
0.41 
0.22 
0 .23 
0. 07 
0.24 
0. 72 

0.46 

ACRES PER NllTJDNAL 
1000 POP. RANK 

807.15 
11.55 
1.93 15 
8.50 10 
1. 41 17 

38. 43 
35.56 
71.IO 2 
17 .70 
12.48 
22.58 

3.07 13 
66.11 3 

15.78 

4 
43• 
22 
6 
2 
8 

12• 
29* 
27* 
4U 

25• 
1 

LAND AREA 

RECREATION PERCENT HATJ!lNAL 
ACRES OF AREA RANK 

136,528 
253,650 
666. 721 
107, 705 

8,374 
12, lOD 
2,600 
8,261 

33, 500 
50 ,3&0 

230,393 
85,000 
17230 

1,612,374 

0.0371 
0.3491 
1.6671 
0.1621 
1.2041 
1.0231 
•. 0031 
0 0121 
0. 0431 
0 0821 
o. 4391 
0.20DI 
0.0281 

0.1441 

45 

21 
13 
31 
27 
47t 
50 
49 
42 
39 
18 
28 
46 

PEA CAPITA 

ACRES PER NAJJDIML 
1000 POP RANK 

0 .34 
0. 09 
0. 03 
0. 04 
0 .01 
0. 01 
0 00 
0 01 
0. 03 
0. CZ 

0.16 
0. 02 
0. 04 

0. 04 

2 
61 

171 
IU 

34* 
341 
4a1 
341 
171 
2U 
3 

2U 

IJI. 

n U ll•CLUDES LAllDS Ql..'l:ED &r TllE FOLLDIHllC FEDERAL AGENCIES: llATJOllAL PARK SERVICE, FISH AllD lllLDifE SERVICE, FOREST SERVICE, BUREAU OF RECLAHATJON, TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY, CORPS OF EHCINEEAS AND BUREAU Of LANO /fl1NACEl1EHT. 
)!:FQ~ll~TH;N,DATED 1784, SU;>rLJED er THE PP.ESID£/IT'5 C01111155JOll ON Alt£RICAN5 OUJDODAS. 
flG'JViS rl:O'JIDE:l ~EllE IN 1HOUSAl:D5. 

:} 
Ill STAI[ r.110 LOCAL P.EOHTIOll LAllO FIGUr.Cs FllDll THE NATIDllAL ASSOCIATION Of STATE LIAISON OFICERS' 1986 NATIONAL RECREATION I RESOURCE INVENTORY. 
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STA'l'E SUI-MARY ~ 3'6.'RS&y F-MMJ.J\Nb A.SSE'SSMENJ' SURVS'{ 

ffiOPLAND ffiOPLAND pg1W,NENr \\(X)OLJ\ND/ rorM, 1-Dtt 
HARVESTED PAS'IUREO PASWRE WE'fLAND AGl<i.C. USE 

ATIANI'IC 16,928.3 1, 981. :\ 807.0 26 ,601. 2 46' J:!l. 6 
BERG:N 866.8 113.6 306.8 2,746.9 4,033.9 
BURLINGION 79,283.8 4,626.l 10,182.2 62,587.4 156,645.4 
CJ\MIEN 10,413.9 ·i-,t"l , 74~ .. j 3 '?1'.,; ':· • ?. 1_4 t 806. 6 J• ,Ir • 

CAPE MAY 6,Ci34.2 384.9 ~29.9 6,J6S.7 B,914.8 

a.JMBERLAND 52,463.9 1,100.2 3,555.9 29,743.4 06,836.6 
ESSEX 146.0 2.~ 2U.O 122.3 2;;0. 8 
GIDlJCFSTER . 59,591.4 3.055.7 4,116.0 17,910.9 84,554.0 :><.J HUOOON - - -- - -- -HUNrEROON 75,748.9 B~~82~8 20,-~80.0 47,033~2 152, 201. 0 (($ 

MERCER 31,108.3 l,729.7 4,131\.B 13,822.7 50,992.0 
MIDDLFSEX 25,658,8 1,017.3 1,582.8 11,482.3 3Y,746.4 
IDtMJl111H 46,618.4 3,042 .·8 8,008.7 20,468.8 78,194.T 
t-ORRIS 14,378.0 1,966.l 4,261.2 14,458.) 35,095.3 
a::EAN 6,441 .o 427.7 736.9 7,498.6 15,104.3 

PASSAIC 371.4 122.9 169.0 7,107.3 8,369.7 
SALEM 78,493.Cf 4,021. 4 9,720.J 31,i9S.9 123,425.0 
SCM.E.:RSET 33,54J.9 :.,001.4 q , .... - , 

, ..; j ::.- •. 1. 1R_,1l..9 5r.·, 4'>1. 6 
SUSSEX 39,543.0 7, 233 ~ ,, 12,517.~ 56, 'op. I !?~,.L'4.0 

UNION 238.3 44.2 26.:j 10.6 3ull. 4 

WARREN 56,660.5 5,6%~9 1..1,026."l 344(;0.~ ll.C,908.0 

. 'lUI'AL 1985 TAX YEAR 635,132.7 50,090.3 .1.15,221.1 413, 214.l 1 , 214 , ~3 % -1 



I I f ProQlcUon !Season avo I Value 
Acres Y.feld Crop I unit I harvested per acre I tl,OOOJ 

I prlce per I Total per acre 
I I unlt l $ J I CU,000 J ( s} 
I I I I 

FIELD CROPS 

Corn for graJ.n •••••••••••• bu 104,000 107.0 ll, 128 l.6.S l8,J6l 177 
hat ..................... bu J0,000 4J.O l,2'0 2.45 J,161 105 
oats ...................... bu 4,000 54.0 216 l • .SO J24 81 
Sarley •••••••••••••••••••• bu 20,000 Q.O l,240 l.25 l,.S.SO 78 
Rye ••••••••••••••••••••••• bu 10,000 Jl.O JlO 2.80 8'8 87 
Soybeans for beans •••••••• bu ll7,000 2'.0 J,3'J 4.75 l6,ll7 lJ8 
Alfalfa hay ••••••••••••••• ton 43,000 '·"' 146 
Other hay ••••••••••••••••• ton 72,000 2.10 l5l 
All hay ••••••••••••••••••• ton ll5,000 2.58 2'7 102.00 J0,2'4 26] 
Corn for silage ••• ~ ••••••• ton 27,000 15 • .SO 41' 
Potatoes •••••••••••••••••• cwt 8,100 240 l,944 6.lO ll,858 l,464 
SMtet potatoes •••••••••••• cwt 2,000 llO 220 1'.60 4,Jl2 2,156 

TOTAL FIELD CROPS ••••••••••• ton 4J7,l00 l,Jl8.J 86,845 

FRUD' CROPS 

Apples •••••••••••••••••••• lb 100,000 ll .124 12,416 
Peaches ••••••••••••••••••• lb 105.,000 l/ .2J6 2J,64J 
Blueberries ••••••••••••••• lb 7,!100 J,800 J0,000 ll .774 2],216 2,9J9 
Cranberrles ••••••••••••••• bbl J,JOO 98.5 324 ll 52.80 17,160 5,200 
Strawberries •••••••••••••• cwt 900 42 J8 54.JO 2,06J 2,292 

TOTAL FRUIT CROPS ••••••••••• ton 12,100 21 lJ5.6 78,498 

~GETABLES FOR FRESH MARKET 
/ 

/ 

Asparagus, Jan-June JI ••• cwt l,!100 1' " / 
64.60 2,326 l,224 

Snap beans, Jan-Dec ••••••• cwt 5,200 40 208' 26 • .SO 5,512 l,060 
. Cabbage, Jan-Dec ••••••• cwt J,200 240 768 ll.10 8,525 2,664 
Sweet corn, July-Dec •••••• cwt 12,200 80 ,,, 14.40 14,054 l,152 
Cucumbers; July-Dec •••• •. cwt 2,000 . 125. 250 21.90 5,475 2,7J8 
Eggplant, July-Dec •••••• cwt 900 175 158 . 24..00 - J, '792 4,2lJ 
Escarole, Jan-Dec ••••••• cwt 900 165 149 21.JO J,174 J,527 
Lettuce, Jan-Dec ••••••• cwt 2,600 165 429 12. 70 '5,448 2,095 
Peppers, July-Dec •••••• cwt 6,600 85 561 22.10 l2,J98 l,878 
Spinach, Jan-Dec ••••••• cwt 2,500 67 168 28.JO 4, 754 l,902 
Tomatoes, July-Dec •••••• cwt 6,200 110 682 2J.l.O 15, 754 2,541 

Total - ll market crops •••• cwt 44,200 99 4,J85 18 • .SO 81,212 l,8J7 

~GETABLES FOR PROCESSIN; 

Tomatoes •••••••••••••••••• ton J,000 17.42 52.J 72.80 J,805 l,268 
Cucumbers •••••••••••• ; •••• ton 770 8.47 6.5 ljJ.00 l,258 l,6J4 

Total - 2 processing crops • ton J, 770 15.59 58.8 8'.lO 5,06J 1,J4J 
Other Vegetable Crops 41 ••• ton 7, 780 4.56· J5.5 129.00 4,580 589 

TOTAL PRit<CIPAL \£GETABLES •• . ton 55, 750 5.6J JlJ.6 289. 70 90,855 l,6JO 

TOTAL ALL CROPS ••••••••••••• ton 504,950 l, 767 .5 256,198 

ll Ut1l1zed production. 
21 Not included 1n all crops total. 
JI Includes both fresh market and processing anounts. 
41 Not published seperately to avoid d1sclos1ng 1nd1v1ciJal operations. 

J5 
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BUSINESS STRUCTURE 

Degr.e of Farming: l.IlOtull time:M part time~'/ retired~ ~..,lbusinm:~ocaan fisherman: 
--1..bav r•rm.n: _::J_ fmm employ•: ~farrmt. 

J1 »!l..sote proprietor; !U9P111Mnhip: .J/.il-corf)Otltion. · 
J, 14J-own~ Mown• 1 ... to others only:~ own• .._:fl3_ lea only. 

•
YIS;~_No. /~I 4'4I... llll 

Llgal Structure: 
Interest in F11mland: 
Flmily Operation: 
Aaeage Farmed: CM8:.!l0fso..99:'!m!.L 100-248· ~2&<M99:-DL-500 •over. 

i.rminal ;t:j Jd'I IUClion; _li~ment: ~broker: AC// roadside mitt.; Mnetint 

~co-op: ottAtr----------------
COMMODITIES AND LABOR (a.:k ALL 1hat _.,, 

GRAIN /HAY 

'Uic:om 
m::_~ 
~Hay 
HORTICULTURE 

~Nunery 
maectdlng Plants 
ci!.1.Chrisun. Trees 
«M.. Forest Products 

TOPICS OF INTEREST 

VEGETABLES 

llLF~Market 
u.t_ PrOCISSing 

LIVESTOCK I HORSE 

~D•irvN• .. 
~Beef Cattle 
.1J,Q,_ Poultry 
11..!_Hogs 
EHorse 

I Trucking.Regulations j 95 ROldside Marketing 
Watar Allocation Regulations if!EJ. Migrant & General 
Forestry Management 2 Ubor Regulations 

Gta Greenhouse Regulations J,~ Und Use Regulations 

MEMBER SERVICES OF INTEREST 

FRUIT/ BERRY 

.m,,.ach 
.61.1-Appte 
an_ Berry Crop 

FISHERIES 

'XFinfish 
~Lobsur 
il.LCJams 
«0..0vsi.n 

/JokRightto F•m 
.ll.J.. Yount Farmen 

Activities 
~~J Women's Programs 

LABOR 

l Seasonal Migrant 
Dr, Haul 
ubor~mp 

il Crew Leader 

llLL1gisl1tive Activity 5.!:/£ Tax Records & Accounting ~, 111 Farm Family Insurance 
Individual Problem Solving ~ Safemark tires, batteries, etc. J1.l Member Health P1an 
Commodity Committees J.1i. Grain Marketing ...J..L Other (Please Explain) ______ _ 

Policy Development ~Seed & Chemicals ----------------

Memt.r Name------------ Township _________ Phone No. ______ _ 

, .. .. 
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lif ornia Towns Vote· ,, ... . . . . 
, Restrict Expansioii. . \. 

Services Lag Behind 

mentum of the Movement' 
Recalls Proposition 13's; 
Left and Right Team Up 

~ . 

1blems for. Mayor Bradley 

By FREDERICK 'RosE}" ·.;· : ;. · 
· Rep.,rteT o/THE WALL STREET JouaNAL:· 

.ANCHO PENASQUITOS/Callf. - As 
ntly as the 1960s,. the land· here · wa.S : . \

1 

run with grazing c·attle. Now, it ts cov~ 
by middle-class housing d~velopmenlS 
names like Woodcrest Glen, ,Mountabi 

1 and Vista Mar. · . •. · ·· ~ • 
:ut although: more than io,ooo houses 
~ been built here-2,100 iri the past two 
'S alone~community facilities haven't 

pace. The · high ·school~ .. which~ wa.5 
: for 2.000 students, has had to set·up · 
porary classrooms to accominOda.te a.n 
1llment of 3,100. The tQwn library iS. so 
11 that only 40. _peep~~· ar~ Jillow~ itt· 
at one· time. And.nearby, a major sew· 
.station keeps breaking· down. Earlier 
year, it spilled .more ·:than 20. million 

ons of raw waste into ·mr0ceaii. estu· 
• .·_; I 
~~ ~ 1 ~:_.,_._ r • ·1 

~ I 
. I 

'I think.Pompeii took better··care of its 
age," says Kathleen Zaworski·Burke~ 
1 lives in Mountain Vlew; "People· can 
pushed just so far and then they re-
" 

;: I 
~w:.iu:~g~ber Of people, particu· . : I 
y in the populous s0uthern half of Cali· . · 1 
~ia. are fighting the notion that more Js 1· 

essarily better. VP and <;Iown the coast. . : 
1munities .are adopting measures to ·fe-
et growth. In some communities, the · .

1 
.trots halt most new construction. tn : .. 
ers, they sharply limit or redirect'. ~t. 
: ·all of them suggest that Californians 1 

~ turning decisively from their expan-
nist past •. And that raises an important 
~stion: If the region that.has symbolized 
>an sprawl for decades is::tejecting it~ 
l the heartland ·be far behind?~-.·:.:<. · 
Right now, the nation's' economy ·is 1n 
x and tax· !Jreaks are. evaporating, bu~ 
! growth~ontrol ~movement =was 
Jmpted by economiC- .booin times.· Haus· 
~ starts ·last year were the highest tri'.a 
cade. and commercial construction rose . r 
records. In callfornia-a!onei housing p.c:. -(. '' 
ity was the highe5t·s1nce the boom·years · 
the 1960s. . . · · . · .: 1 -. ' • 

The movement "Iias a p0Utical mometl· '·, 
m that recalls the sudden sweep of Prop· 
ition 13, the 1978 California ballot meas~ 
e that prompted a nationwide wave of lo-
l tax and budget cutting. Like that meas· 
·e. it is creating new political alliances. 
urring the traditional distinctions be:-
1een liberal and conservative. In fact. the 
amor for slower growth may be part 9f 
1e fallout from Proposition 13. whic~ 
ashed spending on local services while 
~veloom~nt ... ,...,.;"l,.,..,i 11.,!ihaterl. 
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New Power Base 
"There is a new poi~tical p<>wer baSe 

out there in suburbia ~t's hard to put 
your fmger on. [but) ~eds · are being 
planted that will sweep the nation," s~ys 
Mark Baldassare, a political scientist and 
pollster at the University~· f callfornia at 
Irvine. · .. 

The ease .with which I voter·spon~ 
sored measures can be pla ed on ballots 
h~re has spurred· the movem~ in Calif or: 
nia. But some growth·contro efforts are 
already appearing elsewhere. over, N.H., 
has imposed a moratorium on applications 
fo~ major housing projects. A-nd earlier 
this month, after years of traffic jams: 
vqters in Fairfax County, Va.~ toppled 
growth-minded members of the\ county 
board of .supervisors. \ : 

Population ·Environment Balance Inc. a 
Vl{ashington·ba.Sed environmental gro~p~ 
surveyed 1,650 communities across the 
country. One in five had instituted various 
land~use controls, and many of these said 
they planned· to bring in growth-manage:. 
ment strategies soon. says Robert Gray, 
who conducted the study. . 
Capping Permits 

. But-california is doing the most. In Los 
Angeles, by .a 71% majority,. voters have 
approved cutting in half allowable com· 
~ercial and industrial con:tr..iction i" 
many parts of the city. The city is also 
considering sharply reducing new con~ 
struction permits becat~e of strains on the 
city's sewage system. Residents of the bul" 
geoning towns of San Clemente, Oceanside 
and Carlsbad have sharply reduced the 
number of new houses that can be built 
each year. 

In San Diego, which includes Rlncho 
Penasquit~, voters have given themselves 
the right to approve or reject construction· 
in un~eveloped areas arom1d the city. They 
also voted to cap the number cf housing· 
construction permits at half the rate .of 
1986. But the cap is temporary and ha5 · 
loopholes, so Mrs. Zaworski·Burke and 
other co~unity organizers plan to take 
tougher measures to the voters iiext 
~~ . . . 

Californians are so willing to halt devet~ 
opment that, in one straw poll, almost half 
agreed with a Draconian proposal to ban 
new construction stateWide until federai 
clean-air standards are met, according to 
Richard Dresner, a New York pollster who 
conducted the· sampling. . . 
· Fifteen of the 17 growth-control meas
ures put to voters in California communi· 
ties earlier this month were approved. And · 
they won despite strong opposition from 
development and real-estate interests. II1 
San Francisco last year, developers and 
their allies spent $360,000 in a vain attempt 

c .. :C 

,.. 
ll 



Curbiilg Growth: i Towns Approve 
Restrictions in So1uthern California 

lock tough controls on the ntimber of 
· office buildings. The winning side 
it $80,000. And last year in the small 
1 of Campbell, calif., development in· 
sts outspent growth-control supporters 
> 1-and still failed to black a measure 
JSing ·a building-height· 11Init. . , ~ 
ome grQwthi=ontrol : measures have 
1. challenged. in: cou~ but most have · 
iv ed. "The .11ght of a city. to zone itself 
power that the courtS tend to guard," 
:· Douglas Ring, ·a Los Angeles lawyer 
:ializing in growth issues .. Recent U.S. 
~eme Court decisions do make it clear. 
gh, that communities must draft con· 
: carefully to avoid landowners' argu
ts that they have been· deprived of the 
rights to th~ir land. ~~out due pro- ! . .': .. 
feanwhne, elected officials--Iong de
f ent on developers' campaign contribu· 
; and politically ·inclined ·to compro
!-are coming under fire fi'om voters 
want tougher controls. '.'There's a tre· 
dous frustration in the community, a 
ng of being disenfranchised," says 
n Benn. a member of San Diego's plan· 
· comm~ion. . . . .. 

Voter alienation is tripping up some pol· 
iticians. Three-term Los.· Angeles Mayor 
Tom Bradley.:..once thought unbeatable~is 
in political .trouble. because· he didn't sup
port a. recent. growth-control· in~t1ative~ A 
close ally of his in the city council.'was de
feated earlier this year after '·she strongly 
opposed the ·same measure. ·, · .. · , ': · 

Growth-control efforts attract .. a wide 
range of supporters, including liberals and 
conservatives, enVironmentallsts and ur
ban reformers~ "It's a new ball game polit· 
ically~" says La:ura Lake, a leader of Not 1 

Yet New York, a Los Angeles anti-growth 
coalition. .. . · 

In California's· Orange County, a left· 
leaning former mayor and the fi~rcely con· 
servative former head· of the county Re· 
publican organization are working together 
on an important growth-management cam· i 

paign. The two say that they get along fine ! 

. as long as they avoid discussing Nicaragua • 
and nuclear power. 

. some critics see the growth-control 
movement as the indulgence of a self ·satis· 
fied middle class. And some charge that 
there are racist roots. "The fact is that a ~ 

· lot of people. don't like ·seeing ··Hispanics · 
· and Asians around," says Daniel Garcia. , 
the president of the Los Angeles Planning l 
Commission. : 

But poor black and Hispanic areas of 
Los ~geles voted strongly in favor of the 
citywide growth-control measure· that has 
reduced commercial-construction density. 
"This isn't an elitist movement; . this talk , 
of elitism comes from those who are just 
taking care of themselves," says Lawrence 
Agran, the left-leaning mayor of Irvine. 
Calif., and a leader of the:propoSed Orange 
County initiative. . 

The changing political view of develop
ment matches changes in the urban land· 
scape itself. What started as.a flight from 
cities after World War II is coming full cir· 
cle. Suburbs are no longer a patchwork of 
houses interspersed between !armers' 
fields. Today they are often threaded with 
expressways and pierced by office towers 
and regional shopping centers.-· Between 
1960 and 1980, when the nation's population 
rose 26%, the population of urban fringe 
areas nearly doubled. 

People's hopes haven't changed. "They 
~xpect the suburbs to be predominantly 
residential and uncongested-your basic 
Ozzie and Harriet life," says Mr. Baldas· 
sare, the University of California poll· 
ster. 

But insufficient community facilities 
are a widespread problem. Public-works 
projects have suffer~d from years of gov· 

ernment penny-pmching, and some giant I 
. bills are building. 

Until recently, Washington paid for I 
many municipal facilities and services. 
But federal grants to cities have dropped 
to less than 10% of cities' revenues from 
25% before the Reagan years. 
: ·Roads and highways, in particular, are 
suffering . from overuse. · The number of 
cars· ·and~ trucks. on .. American roadways 
has tj1Inbed abour 63% since. · 1910 while the I 
mileage of streets . and roads has grown 
less than 5%. Traffic in Rancho Penas· 
quitos is so congested at rush hour that it 
takes 40 minutes to drive just two miles to , 
a nearby freeway entrance. In Southern 
California as.a whole, drivers on major ar· 
teries spend about 10% of their time 1 
stopped or barely moving. Unless the free· : · 

- way networlc is expanded, that proportion I 
is expected to jump to 50% by 2010. I 
. Supporters of strict growth controls in 
Orange County are urging residents to pin I 
development to traffic. An initiative, likely 

1

• 

to go on the ballot next year, would halt 
most commercial and residential construe· 

1

1 

tion in any area where traffic on major I 
roads doesn't average 35 miles an hour
an impossible goal, the measure's oppo· ! 
nents say. The county is even considering I 
building ton roads to parallel existing free· 
ways, a ~ep. that woulei have teen heresy . . 
not" long ago in the land where car is 

- king. 
For some years now, California commu· 

nities have turned to developers to foot the 
bill for growth, charging "impact fees" to 
pay for everYthing from schools and !ibrar· 
ies to highway interchanges. These fees 
have spiraled in recent years-amounting 
to SG,500 and more for each new residential 
unit in caJifornia. · . 

Developers argue that such charges are ; 
misdi.rected, arid the levie.s do raise an im· j' l 
portant issue.: Who pays for growth? Cities I 
and towns have traditionally borrowed to I 1 
finance new facilities. Then, truces from a I 
growing population paid off the.debt. But i 
lately homeowners have been baiking, vot· i 
Ing down bond issues for new freeways to 
still-virgin land or sewage-treatment 
plants for people who haven't yet arrived. 
"We're not going to .Pay for our own de· 
mise," insists Tom Rogers, the conserva· 
tive who is pushing Orange County's anti· 
growth in~tiative. 

., Developers say that the nation can't 
·turn· its back on new construction. They 
maintain that growth controls are eco· , 
nomic suicide.-· "You cannot stop pro
gress," snaps John C. Cushman III, the 
president of Cushman Realty Corp., a com· 
mercial real-estate broker based in Los 
Angeles. "If you stop it, you will kill the 
goose that laid the golden egg." 



Testimony of 
Fred Coldren 

Cape May City Manager 
before the 

New . .Jersey Assembly 
Committee on Conserv8Uon"~ ~~......__ 

J 

N8tur81 Resources and Energy 
Apr11 13~ 1988 

USCG 
City of 

Cape Kay 

North 
Wfldwood 

Th8nk you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the Assembly Committee 
on Conservation, Natural Resources and Energy for inviting and considering 
this testimony in support of New Jersey's efforts to preserve open 1 ands and 
pro vi de recreat i ona 1 opportunities. 

From more than a dozen years of direct · coastal management 
experience1, I am convinced New Jersey and its coastal municiQalities and 
count i es urgent 1 y need a strong new regional me ch an i s m to effect j v e 1 y d e_a 1 
with the many prob·1 ems ·of an·d threats tq our mul t i-bil 1 ion do 11 ar seashore 
economy and environment. 

PRESENT STRUCTURES ARE NOT ADEQUATE. 

With all due respect to everyone's best efforts and good intentions} 
our present 1 aws, regulations, and public structures h~ve not been adequate 
to stop pollution, control density, minimize overcrowding and traffic 
congestion, maintain our valuable beaches, waterways, and healthy 
environment, and serve as an advocate for the seashore region of our state 
with sufficient strength and unity .to get swift results. 

County and municipal planning boards and enforcement officials need 
stronger regulatory authority for our own use PLUS the proposed regional 
Coastal Commission to save the Jersey Shore from overdevelopment, 

1 City Manager si nee 1980; Di rector., Cape May County Dept. of State and Federal Relations (1974-
1980); City Councilman (1976-1980); Member., Cape May County Beach, Inlet and Bay Stabilization 
Committee si nee 1 975; and Member., Cape May Plan ni ng Boa rd si nee 1 980. 

Test i many of Cape May City Manager - Apri 1 13., 1988 - Page 1 



permanent gridlock, and the environmental and economic catastrophe that 
we wi 11 face if this Legislature fails to come to grips with our needs. 

CONCERNS ABOUT .HOME RULE •. 

Let us understand the concerns that some municipal and county 
officials will no doubt express about an infringement of so-called 'home 
rule', but we must reallze that the benefits of strong regional planning .. 
comprehensive coastal policies .. and a coordinated action plan to solve our 
mutual problems are far more important. 

I am convinced that in its review of the various legislative proposals, 
the Legislature will incorporate adequate safeguards to preserve 1 egi ti mate 
local prerogatives. One that I do want to endorse is that Cape May County 
should have its own member on the Coastal Commission, rather than 
having the county with the most shoreline in the state lumped into 
representation with other counties. 

1988 Seasonal Beach Tag 

N ATL.L IFEGU ARD 
CHAMPIONSHIPS 

Exp1res AU 6 5 

1988 Weekly Beach Tag 

ENVIRONMENTAL THREATS NEED STRONG ACTION~ NOW I 

We need to remember the problems of last summer to motivate strong 
action now. Remember the nationwide headlines of beaches closing due to 
waves of i 11 egally dumped garbage, ho~pital wastes, and sludge; the dolphin 
deaths; the barge of contaminated wastes shuttling along our coast; and 
the excuses by polluters and regulators on why sludge and toxic waste 
dumping into the Ocean hasn't ended yet. 

We in Cape May remember, though we were more fortunate than many 
coastal communities in north and central New Jersey. Next summer could 
be worse. The ti me for action i s N 0 Y./! 

Tes ti many of Cape May City Manager - April 13, 1988 - Page 2 
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SUPPORT FOR GOVERNoR·s KEAN·s COASTAL INITIATIVE: 

As one among the dozens of local officials who Governor Kean 
involved in the early stages of planning for what has now evolved into the 
proposal for a Coastal Commission, I know the municipal and county office 
holders appreciated the opportunity to participate, and that our views and 
concerns have been given full consideration. We found Policy and Planning 
Director Brenda Davis and her staff to be candid and sincerely eager to 
develop a fair concensus and workable pl.an. 

Now, we welcome the Legislature's deliberations and appeal to you to 
proceed without delay to hammer out the policy decisions, safeguards, and 
language needed to create this new Coastal Commission without further 
delay. Before summer 1988 I 

Test i mo n y of Cape May Ci t y Man ager - April 1 3, 1 9 8 8 - Page 3 
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